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For 'What It Worth Mailbox 

To All Liberated Men 

As I and my friends read your article on Buffalo Place in your 
last edition, we had a good laugh but we had to admit that it is 
more than true. Having admitted that, we decided we should 
find a new place to purchase lunch (edible; that is). 

Being new here 'and shy of asking our way around, we ven- 
tured out alone to find this dream. 

We came upon the "Short Order" which, as you probably 
know, is where students are taught how to soothe the savage 
palate. 

Having spent all our lunch' break discovering the "Short 
Order" we had not time to eat (besides, it was already full). 
StrategY was planned and confirmed. We would try our hand 
the next day. 

At 10:55 a.m. four of us stood outside "Short Order". 
At 11:00 a.m. there was a sizable lot of savage palates waiting 

to be soothed. 
At 1 1:15 a.m. more than 10 men appeared on the scene and 

ignoiant of the fact that others were also waiting for an edible 
lunch, pushed through the collecting crowd to the door. I might 
add that in this crowd were only eight girls and at least 22 men. 

11:30 a.m. rolled around and so did some bodies. As the door 

Faculty Association Working For You was opened (with great difficult},  because of obstructing bodies) 
the Men let out what seemed to be a harmonious growl and lung- 
ed forth. 

With absolutely no though for anyone they made one united 
heave and were in. 

Their plan had been obvious. The two strongest and biggest 
were placed in the rear of the two single files that they (the men) 
had formed, and as the door was opened each man placed his 
hands on the guy in front of him and pushed. The two biggies in 
the back were there for any extra power needed if someone 
should try to break their forMation. 

The results being that six women went without lunch. We left- 
the halls of "Short Order" stepped on, roughed up, mad and 
thouroughly disappointed with men. - 

Being a liberated MAN or WOMAN does not give either sex 
the right to be crass or ignorant. 

(By the way, the two girls who did make it into "Short Order" 
had connections with the invading army.) 

From May, Kathy, Carol and Joanne who will return to 
"Short Order" with the understanding that ignorant MEN still 
exist. - 

May Paniseau 

Some of the students in RRCC are fathiliar with some of the 
functions of the Student's Association. One of their basic duties 
is to work for the student. But students don't seem to realize 
how fortunate they are because there are two organizations in 
the college that are working for thejm. The one that goes unmen- 
tioned far too often is the Faculty Association. 

What is Life? 

One of their main objectives is to increase the level of educa- 
tion that is being taught at RRCC. However, one of their biggest 
problems in accomplishing this task is that .their recommen- 
dations must first by-pass another more powerful organization 
in, the college. This is AdminiStration. 

But with some effort on the part of the Faculty Association 
some things are being done. One of the major projects that they 
have finally succeeded in doing is the study of some of the safety 
and pollution hazards that may be in the 'college. This is a long 
overdue project that should have been looked into some time 
ago, and has been by the Faculty Association but has been 
neglected by the administration. 

Administration is partially concerned with the project and 
have discussed it on several occasions. But that is' as far as it 
went. The Faculty Association approached the Worksmen's 
Compensation Board to do this study and they showed much 
enthusiasm to it, but administrative problems prevented this. 
WCB was told that they must go through the Department of 
Public Works before they could be granted permission to con- 

.duct the study. This accomplished nothing. 
When the Faculty Association approached administration 

they gave a definite "no" to the survey. For some reason, G.L. 
"rant refused to have the area inspected. Even the Deputy 
Minister of Education stepped in and asked the Faculty 
Association, "Who are you trying to get at?" and accussed them 
of trying to 'nail' somebody. Persistency of the Faculty Associa- 
tion eventually got the WCB into the college to find out if there 
are safety and pollution hazards in the college. 

WCB is now in the process of concluding the study with the 
Environmental Protection Agency to discover the extent of 
some of the hazards that the' WCB may discover. When the 
study is complete it is hoped that administration will do 
something to counteract the possible hazards in the college. 

Decision making matters are another concern of the Faculty 
Association. They feel there should be equal representation from 
faculty and students as many of their decisions regarding lear 
ning and teaching habits are affected. Other decisions deal with 
funding of staff development and staff hiring and, in some cases, 
firing. 

Unfortunately, Manitoba's education costs have been lowered 
and Mr Talbot has been told to reduce costs. This has resulted in 
a number of education vs. administration priorities. Tenure in 
the college is slowly being removed in some departments and in- 
structors are being hired on a term basis to resist the hiring of ' 
junior tenured. staff. 

Instructors have been shuffled between departments and 
classes have been combined. This results in a removal of instruc- 
tors which reduce the faculty -pupil ratio, which once again' , 
affects the level of .education at the college. 

The Faculty Association is also concerned with a student 
greivence committee which will fill in some of the holes of the 
Academic Appeal Board. It is reported that in one department 
an instructor who knew nothing about the subject that he was 
teaching was hired. Students circulated a petition for the 
removal of this instructor. This facet of the FA will look more 
closely into the problem. 

Administration seems to be more con*ned with the number 
of graduates that they have rather than the quality of education 
that the graduate receives. 

With this kind of practice ARCC will receive a lower stan- 
dard of education than other provinces in the country. 
Transferring of credits is often difficult between provincial post- 
secondary standards. In some cases the students may have 
received better training in a subject in either the community 
college or the university but will only receive half the credit. 

Unfortunately the Students' Association is the only organized 
body that the-Administration will deal with and until administra- 
tion starts to recognize, some of the ideas of the Faculty Associa- 
tion the education level of college graduates will continue to 
deteriorate until it has 'dropped so much that it will not be 
recognized by sincere employers. 

To betray, lie, corrupt? We train innocent children to lie, to 
discriminate, to gain monetary value by donating their lives in 
an endeavor many want no part of. Fear and hate are unknown 
to the Child upon birth. To see these feelings in a child, only a 
year of age, I continuously leaves me wondering "why"? • 

Instead of conquering materialistic objects in the quest of 
"peace of mind", let us say these are only necessary for "corn- 
fort" 

Let us understand our ,own minds and those of others, for 
then and only then can we achieve a goal we all search 
for—PEACE OF MIND—ETERNAL. 

Dear Editors, 
Through the annals on one's life exists many unanswerable 

thoughts. We are led to believe by the corporated elite, that to 
conquer space, machines, and animals, we will then possess a 
happiness better known as "Peace of Mind". The biggest force 
the world has ever encountered is what we are told is Peace of 
Mind. To many a job and family, stagnant existance is the 
answer. It truly amazes me to see such beings staggering fearful- 
ly through what they believe to be life. 

I ask myself if I have ever met a real true person according to 
the literary concept of "person". I'm appalled to say, I never 
have encountered such a being. For what reason do we in- 
habitate this sphere called Earth? 

Dennis Champagne 

RRCC 

Media 

Conversion 

trade and instant communications with 
other continents, world uniformity saves 
time and money. The metric system was 
deemed the most feasible to adopt across 
the globe because of its simplicity. It's 
based on powers of ten, which is easier 
than • dividing by 12 or 16 all the time. 

The whole secret to conversion lies in , 
thinking metric. We have to adjust 
ourselves to it and forget our old system 
ever existed. 

On April 1 just the weather will be con- 
verted from Farenheit to Celcius, which 
divides the boiling point of water and its 
freezing point into 100 equal degrees. The 
next step will be transition to metres,' with 
kilometre per hour signs going up and 
wind and snowfall being. measured in 
metres. 

Starting April 1 the Projector and 
CMOR will be going metric. ?All 
temperatures will be in this traditional 
European system. 

Conversion to the metric system is 
thought to be, by experts, for the best in- 
terests of Canadians. With world-wide 

DAVIDSON'S 
'Pudic Relations Photographs 

'Business Portraits 

'Commercial 
* Weddings 

106 Osborne St. Ph. 453-8541 or 453-8551 
Page 5 
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Many Institutions of higher learnibg are judged by their 
libraries. Most outstanding universities have phenomenal 

- libraries, containing over one, million books. Many Colleges and 
universities have two or more libraries scattered throughout its 
campus. 

Now, let's take a. look in RRCC's single library. It has 62,000 
units in it. These units include books, periodicals, and audio- 
visual software and hardware. Since the 62,000 figure includes 
others than books, it is safe to assume that there can • not be 
more than 35,000 books in the library. 

There are two reasons why our library exists in such a pitiful 
state. One is space. One is money. 

Space. 
In the periodicals room Which is the size of many washrooms 

in the college, the stacks are solid with back issues. Stacks line 
the walls, and fill the center of the floor.• On the floor, twine- 
bound issues pile up. With new issues coming all the time, a 
room 'twice the size would be barely adequate. %, 

In the government documents section there is 'a table in the 
middle of the room used for notetaking and studying. Since no 
shelves can be set up in the space used by this table the only 
storage section is on the shelves against the wall. Some 
documents have to be catalogued and stacked with the books 
outside. 

The Audio-Visual department in the LRC is not in too much 
trouble. They are not bogged down now like the other sections 
are; they have a least managed to hold their own. But they are 
getting new equipment soon and they'll need the space. 

College at Large 
Books are what a library is all about. 
The LRC has enough shelf space for the number of books 

they have now; the only problem here is that the LRC doeSn't 
have enough books. 

Much of the money is alloted to teachers who can request 
books relevant to their courses but some teachers don't order 

' books and library content suffers. Students Who have any com- 
plaints about the content should talk to their teachers and make 
sure they are ordering their alloted number of books. 

But where will these books be stored once all the available 
room is filled? One possible solution being examined is expan- 
sion below the LRC, in the sub-basement, but it's entirely unof- 
ficial as yet. 

Periodicals and Audio-Visual may be shifted downstairs, leav- 
ing more room for books. 	g, 

Another possibility is a reshuffling in the LRC itself, but this 
would mean the lounges in the rear may be renovated into office 
area. One advantage of this proposal is aimed at the LRC staff. 
Some staff are now sharing two-by-four rooms with stacked 
shelves and a move would place them by windows making their 
days, a little brighter. 	 ' 

Whatever is decided upon by college administration let's hope 
it has some foresight to it or they'll find themselves in the same 
claustrophobic predicament in five years that they are now in. 

Let's face it, RRCC, your library is pretty bush. What's there 
is fair, but it needs more diversity, more detail, more fore- 
thought, more money, (see the Audio-Visual Binge), more 
books, and definitely more space. It should be a melting-pot of 
knowledge, but we *find it just going to pot. 

■ 

Electronic System 

Will Nab LRC 

Offenders 

by Penny Lyons 

The electronic tabs are impossible to totally remove because 
they are applied with a high-quality adhesive. Also, most books, 
especially reference and the more expensive material will have 
more than one tab — one obvious one and another hidden 
elsewhere in the book. 

The reason for the new security system is that in the last two 
years approximately $3000 worth of LRC material has been 
removed from the library, chief librarian Abdul Miah said. 

Reference books are the most popular ones "misplaced" as 
well as expensive high-quality books on art and photography. 
Nursing books have taken their toll, also. 

Most of the misplaced materials are reordered, but because 
they come from suppliers in Eastern Canada can take anywhere 
from two months to one year to reach the college. By that time, 
the students who needed the books have suffered and if it's a 
good reference book, it may be removed again; 

The entire Checkpoint system will cost approximately $12,- 
000. The electronically-sensitized tabs are only 100 each and 
maintenence on the system is almost nil. 

Cy Howard,- Assistant Director of Education Support 
System, believes Checkpoint is the best security system avalable. 
There is a magnetic detector system similar to it used at the 
University of Winnipeg, he said, but it is more eimensive. Also, 

4 students have figured out that the magnetic tabs-can be easily 
demagnetized and -therefore aren't detected by the screener. 

The only drawback to the Checkpoint system is that if at a 
previous time you checked a book, you must declare that one 
before you go through the screener, as well as the new book. The 
old book would show up in your briefcase or purse just as ob- 
viously as the new one. 

Mr Howard suspects that for the first month the system is in 
use, quite a few people will be caught with unchecked books. 
The disciplinary method for dealing with offenders has not yet 
been decided, but for repeaters some form of action will be es- 
tablished. 

Checkpoint definetly is effective. At McGill University in 
Montreal the majority of the first 60 persons were female. 
Anyway, don't say we didn't warn you. 

The Audio-Visual Binge 

A recent college publication says that 
administration could award up to 4150,- 
boo to the Audio-Visual department for 
new equipment. The report also says that 
this money could have been better used 
by the LRC. 

Is the Audio-Visual department suffer- 
ing that much? They have studios and 
black-and-white television cameras, as 
well as videotape equipment. The only 
thing they are lacking, as far as one can 
see, is colour television cameras. 

They would be nice to have indeed, but 
the LRC, on the other hand, needs a heck 
of a lot. The report urges administration 
to re-outline their priorities. 

For all those students who have built up an impressive library 
by stealing, or rather, accidently removing books from the Lear- 
ning Resources Centre, the gig is up. 

A new electronic system is to be installed .  very soon to stop 
people from leaving the library without checking their books 
out. 

The system, called Checkpoint, is similar to an airport device 
which detects weapons on passengers. For RRCC, Checkpoint 
will detect any library material hidden in purses, brief cases, or 
clothings of persons leaving the library. 

A small electronically sensitized tab of paper will be inserted 
in all library material. The screening device, to be located at the 
exit•of the LRC, will detect the tabs. 

To leave the library you must give your books to the librarian 
and walk past Checkpoint. If you're concealing a book, buzzers 
will sound and the exit doors will automatically lock. 

And forget about making your escape from the entrance 
doors. A new turn-stile, that only allows people in and not out of 
the LR1C, will be installed there. 

New Program Co-ordinator Wants Student 
Feedback 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

The Projector welcomes all cor- 
respondence, whether letters, articles, or 
hate notes. All we ask is that they are 
given to us signed and typed (double- 
spaced). 

The signature lets us know you are 
sincere, and the typing lets us read what 
you have written. 

Any material may be dropped off at 
the Pthjector mailbox in the Student 
Association Office (Mall level-Bldg. D, 
beside the Cave). 
pan 6 

Miss Johnston said she was attracted to the position because 
she likes to work with people but doesn't like nine-to-five jobs. 
She has worked in the related fields of public• relations, broad- 
casting and journalism. 

S.A. president John Coy said she was chosen from 15 
applicants because of her capability and broad background ex- 
perience. "We felt she was an imaginative and creative person 
who'could contribute outside ideas to the college," he explained. 

Miss Johnston succeeds Dave Whitehouse and Dave 
McDonald as the college's third program co-ordinator this year..  
Mr MacDonald said he will also work in the office until the end 
of March during Miss Johnston's training period. 

The salary for the position has increased from $135 a week to 
$600 a month, John Coy said. The duty of the office is to build 
school pride through college activities. 

by Gail Granger 

RRCC's new program co-ordinator is already working on the 
problem of communication between students and the activities 
office. 

Lyn Johnston, who took office March 7, feels student's must 
be more vocal in their entertainment demands. 

"A stude'nt opinion poll is imperative to find out just what the 
students want in the way of entertainment?' she said. She is 
planning such a poll for the fall. 

Meanwhile, Miss Johnston said she is eager to hear 
suggestions and feedback from students regarding bands, lec- 
tures, and clubs in the college. She also welcomes any ideas for 
this year's graduation, which is now being organized. 

Miss Johnston said her appointment as program co-ordinator 
was bad timing "The effect of someorie taking over won't really 
be seen until next fall because just about everything's been book- 
ed for this year already," she said. 
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Students Gov't Cooperate 

to Improve Aid Program 
Underground Wall to be Built 

• 

by Roy Toim 
by Dan Smith' 

The construction of a retaining wall to 
relieve underground lateral pressure from 
the sides of Buildings D, E and F, caused 
by structural deficiencies in their con- 
struction will soon begin, said S.M. Sims, 
Director of Architectural and Engineer- 
ing Services for the Department of Public 
Works. 

Basically the majority of the damage is 
in the outside corners of the buildings. 
The wall will be about twenty feet from 
the buildings and when complete will 
resemble a sidwalk surrounding the the 
college. 

"Some of the repairs will be most ob- 
vious," said Mr. Sims. "Others will be 
barely noticeable." 

Tenders for construction were placed 
in Winnipeg newspapers last week and 
are expected to be completed and con- 
struction to begin by May 1. The retain- 
ing wall is Phase One of the correction 
that will extend over a period of two or 
three years, said Mr Sims. 

When the deficiencies were discovered 
a review of the design and construction of 
the .buildings was carefully administered. 
This revealed substantial deficiencies 
throughout the 1969 addition to the 
college. A.  professional liability claim was 
made by the Province of Manitoba 
against the Project Prime Consultants 
and an out of court cash settlement was 
agreed upon. DPW was then given the 
responsibility. of designing ways to 
remedy the defects. 

The lateral pressure on the buildings 
caused the outside walls to warp. A hole 
had to be excavated to relieve some of the 
pressure temporarily. 

The idea• of the wall proved to be the 
most practical in respect to cost and 
would also result in "minimum disruption 
and inconvenience to normal college ac- 
tivity," said Mr Sims. 

The defects permit normal use of the 
buildings for a short time but corrective 
measures are necessary to guarantee the 
long range use of the buildings. 

The investigation to the project is being 
continued to discover any additional 
work that may be required in the .future, 
as the extent of the damage is not yet 
known. Each deficibncy in the structure 
as it stands is being carefully studied' in- 
dividually with alternative solutions for 
future corrections being considered. 

DPW is working closely With the 
senior administration at the college in am 
effort to finalize designs for the project 
that will prove satisfactory to the faculty 
and the student body. 

The committee is also concerned with the way a student is 
kept uninformed regarding the chances of qualifying for aid. 

An important point of conflict is the organization of the 
•program's appeal board. If a student's application is refused he 
can take his application to the appeal board to have it recon- 
sidered. The problem that arises is that the appeal board consists 
of the same people who made the/  original decision. 

"A possible solution is the formation of a new appeal board 
which would consist of three members; one student serving on a 
rotating basis, one dean of students from one of the institutions, 
and one student aid representative," said Mr Coy. 

One change that is being made involves the first screening of 
applications. The student aid office is turning this over to the 
colleges and universities and paying them $2.50 per application. 

This will solve the problem of the student finding out four 
months after he submitted his application that he didn't fill it out 
correctly. The college or university can refer back to the student 
to correct any mistakes that may have been made. The only dif- 
ficulty is that it costs more than that amount to process each 
application. How this will be rectified is yet to be worked out,. 
said Mr. Coy. 

Clubs Hold 

A committee established by the Department of Colleges and 
Universities Affairs will give Manitoba's college and university 
students an Opportunity to make recommendations for changes 
in the Student Aid program. . 

'The advisory group will be called the Student Aid Post- 
Secondary Consulting Committee. It will consist of one ad- 
ministrator and one student representative from each of the 
province's three universities and from Red River Community 
College and two representatives from the student aid program. 

RRCC's committee members on the SAPSCC will be Steve 
Didcote, Assistant Director of the college; and John CO, 
Students' Association president. Each of the three universities ' 

will provide one administrator and one student representatiVe to 
the committee. 

Mr Coy feels the formation of the committee will meet a real 
need, one which has long been neglected. 

"I think it's important that we 'find out exaclty how an 
application is being processed and how the final decision regar- 
ding the applicant's acceptance or refusal is arrived at," said Mr 
Coy. 

At a preliminary meeting of the committee of February 22 a 
few recommendations were worked out. The first was the 
cancellation of the student aid's program of classification. 

"We feel that although a student's situation might place him 
in a certain category, the student's actual need might be far 
different than his circumstances indicate," Mr Coy explained. 
"For instance a class A category automatically assumes that the 
student is getting parental support, and that just isn't always the 
case." 

Another preliminary suggestion was a more extensive in- 
vestigation of applications. If some applications were checked 
out and found fraudulent and the applicant was prosecuted there 
would be motivation to provide correct information on the 
forms. 

Towering Casino 

Inflation Hits 

Parking Lot 
'Think Metric in Evening Program 

by Su zi Schroeder 

by Janice Wlasichuk by Joan MacDonald 

The sound of big wheels turning and coins being slapped onto 
tables filled the Tower Lounge March 7 when CAPSA (Corn- 
putor Analyst Pfogramming Student Association) and the 
Business Club presented the Towering Casino. 	 • 

About 25 people from both clubs were involved in the casino. 
The money raised goes into their club funds for graduation and 
other activities. "It provided a different type of activity for 
students and promoted student involvement in college activities, 
which is unusual,".said Tim. Chimuk of the Business Club. 

The casino brough in a total profit Of $315. Of this, $65 was 
donated to the Hertz Scholarship Fund. 

$112 of the profit went to Marchant's Casino & Rentals to 
pay for the equipment which consisted of a roulette wheel, a 
money wheel, a poker wheel, two over and under wheels and 
two crown and anchor wheels. The remaining $250 is to be 
divided evenly among the clubs. 

Originally the casino was to be held March 10 between 11 
a.m: and 4 p.m., but the administration_wouldn't allow it, claim- 
ing it would distract students from their classes. The clubs had 
to settle for two to five Friday afternoon. 

The fine for unauthorized parking in 
RRCC lots was raised to $5 March 3, but 
students got off with the $2 penalty until 
March 17. 

This allowed time for students to get 
used to the stiffer fines, said William 
Johnson ?  College Security Supervisor. It 
also_gave Mr Johnson a chance to use up 
his booklets of $2 tags. 

The yellow parking tickets issued at 
RRCC must be paid within 14 days or 
the fine will double, said Mr Johnson. 

The increase in fines was adopted to 
reduce parking offences that occur when 
a person would chance a $2 fine but not a 
$5 fine for parking in somebody else's 
space, he said. 

Here at the college, offences are 
heaviest at the beginning of terms when 
new students don't know where to park 
and towards the end, when they think the 
rules are no longer in effect. 

The evening program on the metric system at RRCC may soon include workshops 
on the metric Measures used in specific vocations, supervisor G. A. Dobbin said. 

"The metric measures you use every day for nursing are quitedifferent from the ones 
yoted use for the highways, for example," he said. 

"We want to offer workshops for people who want to familiarize themselves with the 
terms used in specific fields. 

"When you hear them announcing the temperature in Farenheit and. then in Celcius 
every morning it's awfully awkward," he said. 

Mr. Dobbin said the metric system is something that a person has to start fresh on, 
because there are no comparisons between it and traditional North American systems. 

"We're really trying to start the people thinking metric," he said. 
The workshops now being given are to teach people the fundamentals of the metric 

system. "But you can only give so much of the metric system to someone." After that 
point, Mr. Dobbin said, it is up to individual •effort to adjust. 

The workshops run for three hours every Monday and Wednesday. They include 
films, practical experience and talks by its two instructors, John Vincent and Gorden 
Maihieson. 

Mr. Dobbin said the main - idea they want to put across to their students is that the 
metric system can't be compared with weights and measures used now. 
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Business Manager Plenty of 	TOskOn Do-. 
by George Markiw 

Moves On 
• 

, Dan Joss, SA business manager, clean- 
ed *out his desk one last time Friday 
March 14, moving on "for a change and 
more money." 1/4 

• 
Mr Joss, business manager since May 

1972, has a new job with Pre-Vue Corn- 
pany of Canada Limited, marine equip- 
ment manufacturers. He will be an , sc- 
countant. 

Through night schocil courses, he has ' 
achieved his Registered Industrial •Ac- 
countant (RIA) status. -  RIAs 'earn an 
average of $15,000 a year, he said. He 
Was making $13,200 annually with the 
SA. 

Mr Joss said he is leaving the. SA on 
good terms, but said "it's disappointing 
that it came out this wpy." He would not 
elabo?ate, saying it was; 	personal 
matter. 

,SA president John Coy said Mr Joss 
was at the top of his salary range at 
RRCC, and the position he held did not 
warrant an RIA. 

"He had simply outgrown his position 
here," said Mr Coy. 

It shouldn't' take long to hire a new 
business manager, f  said Mr Coy. The 
applicant should have two out of the five 
yearS it takes for an RIA degree, plus. 
some experience in business. "We'relook- 
ing for someone who will finish the , degree 
while working for us," he said. 

Giving some advice for his replace- 
ment, Mr joss said the person should 
have leadership qualities. . "Personality is 
very important, and the person has to be 
able to work for the students and under 
the students. That is very important," he 
said. 

4!  

Higher Paying Jobs for Graduates 
• 

Studets at RRCC wondering what the Taekwon-Do. posters 
in the halls mean should drop into the south gym.Wednesdays at 
4:30 for a first-hand loOk.. 
• Taekwon-Do has been offered here since Sept. 1973 but to 
date the class has only 30 students. Jung Tae Park, head instruc- 
tor and sixth degree black belt holder urges "more students 
should join as we how have two instructors. It's great excercise 
and it's free." 

Class exercises are geared.to honing sharper-reflexes and con- 
trol and stretching the body muscles. Following each set of exer- 
cises it's obvious the class, being mainly beginners, is feeling the 
strain because muscles largely unused for years are worked to 
their limits. • 

Unlike Kung-Fu or Karate, Taekwon-Do, the Korean art of 
self-defense, puts emphasis on kicks and footwork. It's the form 
people see in demontrations with one man sitting on another's 
shoulders holding a board; a third person takes a running leap 
and smashes the board in two with a kick. 

In the event one must use self-defense, Mr Park explains "the 
legs have at least six times more power than the arms and a 
greater reach. This is very good for westerners as they have 
longer legs." 

Tests under fire will be held on March 8 at the Open Martial 
Arts Championship at the University of Manitoba and students 
from RRCC will be participating. Mr Park said a few are ready 
for testing and is confident they will perform well. 

He said a beginner needs from six months to a year before 
feeling secure in the fundamentals. Roger Procyk, the only 
yellow-stripe belt student likened his own proficiency to growing 
up. "It's life a baby who's just started to run over." 

RRCC is fortunate in having an instructor of Mr Park's 
calibre and experience. Only 200 people in the world have a 
sixth degree black belt he said. 

Mr Park began studying Taekwon-Do .20 years ago in Korea, 
his native country. In 1965 he was sent to Vietnam to instruct 
the Korean and Vietnamese troops in the art of Taekwon-Do. 

After returning to Korea two years later Mr Park travelled 
throughout Asia demonstrating and promoting Taekwon-Do. 
Last November he took a short tour of South, America for the 
same reasons. 	. 

In 1970 he was invited to Canada to assist in forming the 
Canadian Taekwon-Do Association. He now has schools 
throughout Winnipeg, Brandon, Portage la Prairie and an af- 
filiated school in Boston. 

Mr. Park is noted as one of the highest rated instructors of the 
martial arts in North America. 

by Valerie Kitcher 

Graduates from Manitoba's three com- 
munity colleges are finding better paying 
jobs in the province, a survey of 1973 
June graduates, conducted last fall by the 
community college's division of the 
Department of Colleges and Universities 
Affairs shows. 

'COUNSELLING 

SERVICES 

The survey showed that over 97 per 
cent of the grads found employment, over 
91 per cent found work in Manitoba and 
90 per cent of the proviriCial jobs were 
course related. Of 1,188 non-Canada 
Manpower graduates, 60 per cent of the 
72 per cent surveyed replied. 

Community college training generally 
led to a substantial increase in income 
from $5,000 or $7,000 to $8,034 yearly. 

Syd Singerman, Social Worker, Adult Program, 
Society for Crippled Children and Adults will be 
available for Counselling Services( at Red River 
Community College, the first and third Wednesday 
of each month at 9:30 a.m. to noon commencing 
March 5, 1915. He will be located at C115 and 
messages can be left with Carol - 786-6335. The 
S.C.C.A. objective is to restore, to develop and to 
improve the functioning of physically handicapped 
adults in order that they may lead a fuller and 
more satisfying life. It is a province wide service 
funded by Government, March of Dimes, Easter 
Seals and United Way. If you are disabled and 
presently being assisted and have some questions 
or if . you are not known to them and would like to 
be or if you are on staff and have some questions 
then: 

Please call or visit "at your service". 

This study was complimented by a sur- 
vey conducted by the Department of 
Manpower and Imniigration among its 
sponsored community college graduates 
of the period Oct. 72 to Sept. 30, 73. It 
showed that 90 per cent found employ- 
ment, 77 per cent in training related jobs. 

Virtually all students sponsored by 
Canada Manpower are unemployed at 
the time of referral to training and Man- 
power cost-benefit evaluations of its 
Manitoba training program indicate that 
the returns of training significantly exceed 
the cost of training. 

The national unemployment rate for 
persons under 24 years of age was 8.7 per 
cent Less than 3 per cent of the 
graduates (average age \ 23.1) were un- 
employed at the time of the survey. 

Colleges -and Universities Affairs 
Minister Ben Hanuschak•attributes the 
high placement rate in Manitoba to the 
affect of Manitoba's "stay option" policy 
and the effectiveness of community 
college programs. 

"There appears to be a growing de- , 
mand- from business and industry for 
community college graduates," he said. 
"As more and more Manitoba employers 
discover that they receive a well-rounded 
and practical education and are ready to 
do a good job from the beginning; oppor- 
tunities for employment are bound to in- 
crease." 
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• Spotlight 

■ 

The Projector caught Linda Lovelace the 
last ten minutes she was in Winnipeg. 
Although the interview didn't amount to 
much, we decided to share our short conver- 
sation with the college. 

LOVELACE: I think young people can accept sex. They're not 
inhibited about it. They've realized, I mean, you T know, in our 
generation, my parents, if I ever asked than' a question, they 
would make up some fictitious story, and as I grew up I realized 
that what they were telling us was just not true...you buy a baby 
at the hospital...and. they never told you how it came about. I 
think young people have realized that their parents have lied to 
them in one way or another, and have realized that there is no 
reason to be up tight about sex. They're a lot more 'open and 
free. 	 g, 	 , 
PROJECTOR: So you don't think the direction morals or 
whatever took lets say ten, fifteen, twenty years ago is the right 
direction to go? 
LOVELACE:I think ten of fifteen years ago everybody did it 
behind closed doors and when they were out in public `Oh no, I 
would never do anything like that.' 
PROJ,ECTOR: What are people's reactions when they see you 
on the street? 

PROJECTOR: In your forthcoming movie, Linda Lovelace For 
President, the press releases mention that you project a motherly 
and niave image. How would you explain the motherly 
situation? 
LOVELACE: , I never even read that. I don't really understand 
how I play a mother image in the film. The whole film is about 
the minority groups in America who are tired of the present 
political situation, and they decide to nominate me. They want 
someone who is young and honest and will represent the young 
people....because there is no one in America to represent them. 
95 per cent of the people in politics are over 35 while 85 per cent 
of the population is under 35, and they want me to run. They 
find me where I'm lecturing at a college and we go from there. 
We go through the whole campaign. We have a sabateu'r 
amongst us and he contacts the two dirty guys in Washington, I 
won't mention which parties they represent, and they end up hir- 
ing an assasinator, played by Chuck Buchanan, who plays the 
character of Alfredo Fudiccini` and calls me, Linda M'lovelace. 
He plays like a roadrunner character, Wiley Coyote, and is con- 
stantly trying to kill me and he ends up killing himself. He comes 
back to life. It's not blood and gore you know, .it's a comedy, 
and it's made so everyone can have a lot of fun watching it. And 
there's constant action. You can't take your eyes off the screen 
for a moment. Does that sound like a mother image to you? 
PROJECTOR: No, not really. How about the naive part? 
LOVELACE: I am very naive in this film. They ask me to run 
for president and I'm very hesitant anct,I ask them 'Why me?' 
And then I receive a calling to be president of the United States. 
As I'm saying this to them, Reverend Billy Easter, who is part of 
my cabinet, goes into the background and pretends he's God 
and speaks to me. The clouds open up and God comes out and 
speaks to me. It's finny. It's a self-political satire. 
PROJECTOR: How can these political situations be solved -- 

just getting more young people involved, or how? 
LOVELACE: I think so. I think the young people should repre- 
sent the world because the majority of people in politics are six- 
ty, seventy, eighty years old and they really don't care what 
happens in ten years because they won't be around. It's our 
children or grandchildren that have to live in the air polution or 
fluorinated water; and with all the chemicals in the food, and liv- 
ing with starvation and poverty, and I think the young people 
really care about that and will do something about it. 

LOVELACE: Everybody expects that people come. on to me all - 
the time, and that I get obscene mail and phone calls, but I've 
never had that happen to me. Everyone's really nice. When I 
first did the film people would come up to me they'd say `Ah! 
Linda Love—Ah! Terrific! I saw the movie. It was great; and 
they were excited. Nobody's been hostile or obnoxious.' 
PROJECTOR: Has your mother reacted any differently to you 
since Deep Throat was released? 
LOVELACE: She's actually closer to me now than she ever was 
before and I think my parents have become more open-minded, 
which I think is a step in the right direction.. Only it took them 
fifty something years to get there. 
PROJECTOR: Have the years since Deep Throat changed yod 
at all? 	 - 

, LOVELACE: Yes, in a lot of little ways. I ride around in a 
limousine now and I have bodyguards around me. .People inter- 
view me where they never did before and I've become a lot more 
aware and educated as far as what goes on in our society. 
Awareness is really the most prevalent thing that's happened 
through the whole experience. 
PROJECTOR: When does a movie become pornography? 
LOVELACE: You see, I don't know what pcknography is. The 
majority of the people say pornography is hard-core explicit sex 
and it's obscene but I think, like I said, starvation and violence 
and lying and poverty are obscene and I don't know, I can't un- 
derstand it. To me there's nothing wrong with sex. You can't 
deny that's how we all got here and yet people do. You know 
they won't discuss it openly and freely. 
PROJECTOR: What changes did Deep Throat bring about in 
pornographic movies? 
LOVELACE: I think Deep Throat brought about , a better grade 
in so-called pornographic movies. It was the first one that had a 

. plot and a. story line, and it was funny. And that's what people, 
everyone being raised in apuritanical society, need—to lie able to 
laugh at sex because they're so inhibited and hung-up about it. 
And I've had a lot of people tell ,me that because they were able 
to laugh at it they were able to, you know, talk, boyfriend- 
girlfriend, whatever, you know, old man-old lady, husbind-wife, 
communicate better and they have a much better sex life. 
BODYGUARD: . Excuse me,we have tirne for one more.Then we 
have to go. They won't hold the plane any longer. 
PROJECTOR: Okay, if all of a sudden you couldn't make any 
more movies, what kind of job would you like? 
LOVELACE: Well I am making more movies and when I look 
at them I don't look at them for rating or anything. I look at 
them to see what the challenge is for me as an actress and what 
would make other people feel good. I think rd like to stay in 
comedy because I think people need to laugh in our society. 
PROJECTOR: Let's say you couldn't do any kind of movie. 
Suppose the motion picture industry just died and collapsed. 
What would be your next choice in life? 
LOVELACE: I would probably be a farmer or something. 
PROJECTOR: Back to the earth? 
LOVELACE: Right. That's my goal even now while working. I 
want to do comedy to make people laugh and feel good and then 
I'm going to get a farm and relax and -grow vegetables, cook my 
own food, fresh food. 
BODYGUARD: Okay listen, I have to do something I hate to 
do. We have to go. I want to extend our apologies for this pre- 
scheduling which was not approved by Miss Lovelace and 
myself. What can I say? You guys have been great for fluc- 
tuating around our schedule, which has been an abortion. 
LOVELACE: It was really very disappointing to me because I 
do like to get to the colleges because I feel they're my people, 
they're people in my generation, people I care about. The college 
lectures would have tied up the schedule so badly that I wouldn't 
have been able to see anyone. That's why I wanted to see the 
journalists. Those who couldn't be at a lecture one particular 
night could at least read, and there would be come kind of com- 
munication, Thank you very much for your time. 
BODYGUARD: I asked for this meeting the first ten minutes 
that I got in this town, and now the last ten minute's I finally got 
to see you guys. 
LOVELACE: Thank you. II enjoyed it. Take care. 

"You set I don't bow what pornography 

PROJECTOR: But don't you think there are just \ as many 
young money-grubbers, as there are old money-grubbers? 
LOVELACE: True, but you just have to be careful who 
represents you. Like right now in California, Governor Brown 
just won an election and I really believe in him, you know. He's 
honest and he stands up for what he believes in, he's not afraid 
to...he wasn't afraid to put down President Nixon, which most 
people are because they might lose their positions. And when he 
was elected, instead of having a big inaugural ball like they 
usually have with the taxpayers money, he said 'I'm not going to 
do that, everybody knows Pm already going to represent them, 
andik  I don't want to waste the money I have because there's 
more important things to be done.' You knoW, it's happening. 
It's very slow, but it's happening. :  He's also bringing around the 
legalization of marijuana in California. I think it's going to be a 
misdemeanor for large amounts for a couple, of ounces or 
something it's only a fifty dollar fine. 

' PROJECTOR: What are some of the changing attitudes 
towards censorship between, lets say, the college student and the 
run-of-the-mill Joe on- the street? 

, In sr Nibs yurs an I Nisi embody did N Sind closed doors." 
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POUNDS FOR POVERTY 

Participant's Name: 	  
Address. 	  Phone No. 	  
°Mehl starting weight: 	  lbs. Date 	  
Health Services (signature): 	  

• 
Pledge/lb. lostName 	Address 	 Phone No. 
i.e. 	.67/1b. 	John Doe 	 867-9634 
1.

7-322 Ruby St. 

2.	  
3 	  
4.	  
5.	  
6.	  
7.	  

The above signed agree to contribute the stated amount per pound lost by the par- 
ticipant, while the participant agrees to pay a penalty of $1.00 per pound gained if he . 
should pin weight instead of losing it. All proceeds will go to World University Sera 
vices of Canade in support of "The Voice of Atitlan" adult literacy program. 

Official ending weight: 	 lbs Date: 	  
Health Services (signature): 	  

f you re Fat 

WUSC Needs 
You 

Multi-Media Prepares Students far future 
be taken front May 1-6. 

We don't recommend starvation even 
though the average healthy person could 
exist for weeks on water alone. To reduce 
weight it is absolutely necessary to reduce 
food (calorie) intake according to Miller 
and Keane's Encyclopedia and Dic- 
tionary of Medicine and Nursing. Exer- 
cise alone will not take off pounds. 
However, by combining exercise with a 
strict diet regime you will lose your 
pounds in the right places. So stop eating 
and start jogging, skating, and making 
use of- your gym programs and facilities. • 

To get this campus the Diploma Nur- 
sing girls offer) to take on any other facul- 
ty in a weight-loss per capita contest the 
loser pays WUSC $10.00. Instructor 
Tony Berezowecki (bldg. D 209) invites 
another faculty member to contest him 
while Roger Procyk (S.A. rep. for Health 
Sciences) offers an open challenge to out- 
slim any 'of the pudgy persons on the Stu- 
dent Association. 

To find out if your over-weight, see the 
charts below: 

b) Keith Learmonth 

arteriorsclerosis high blood pressure, and 
sugar diabetes, to 'name a few. What is 
shortening our lives could be used to 
lengthen theirs. WHAT CAN YOU DO 
TO HELP? I  

You've heard' of "Miles for Millions"; 
well this is "Pounds for Poverty". We are 
inviting and challenging students and 
faculty with unnecessary and unwanted 
pounds to lose weight and at the same 
time, contribute to something worthwhile. 

To get involved, pick up your official 
"Pounds for Poverty" form at the Infor- 
mation booth, or Health Centre Rm. H 
M 10 or at bulletin boards where WUSC 
posters are displayed. Then contact your 
friends, teachers, pets, relatives, lovers, 
and - whoever and get them to make a 
pledge on your behalf (i.e. $.67/1b.). The 
participant agrees ,to pay a penalty of 
$1.00/lb. if he should gain rather than 
lose weight. Next, take your official form 
to Health Services who will validate your 
starting weight betvieen March 20-26. 
You then have approximately 5 weeks to 
deflate your spare tire. End weights will 

0 

Abdul Miah, Chief Librarian of the LRC, said the administra- 
tion "must be convinced" that the MCRC is needed before it 
can be completed and staffed, but he foresees "no problem" get- 
ting the Centre set up as planned. 

Mr. Miah said at present there is a prOblem with staffing the 
centre, and an additional person, trained in library science and 
"preferably with a background in counselling" should be hired. 

Marge Bochurka, of the Government Document Section, and 
Beth Williamson, of the Library Technician Training Program, 
presently look after-the centre, in addition to their regular duties. 

Aside from salaries, the cost of the Centre will be minimal," 
said Mr Miah. The LRC already has much of the necessary 
equipment, and much of the resource material is obtained free 
from companies contacted by the LRC1 

•The LRC began collecting and compiling material in June, 
1974, and by August about 1,000 career pamphlets and 1,200 
on businesses had been accumulated. These figures have in- 
creased since' then. 

The LRC also faces a space shortage: Mr Miah -said the 
MCRC will be located somewhere in the LRC, but just where is 
not yet decided. 	, 

Staff and students are invited to contribute to the develop- 
ment of the MCRC by bringing in any information on their par- 
ticular vocation. 

' Do you want to know_more. about what career alternatives 
are open to you and ?how to go about getting. started in your 
chosen career? 	 ti 

Do you have an interview for that big job coming up and 
want to know more about the company? 

Yes,' you say, but where do I find out these things? 
In the Multimedia Career Resource Centre, of course. 
The newest service of the LRC is designed to provide 

students, staff, and anyone from the community with infornia- 
tion on the range of career alternatives that are•available to them 
as well 'as how to get' started in a career. 

It can also provide them with insight into what it's like to 
Work at certain occupations and what lifestyles they involve. 
The chances for selecting realistic career goals 'can thus be in- 
creased. t.. 

The MCRC is still in the development state, but when, it is ful- 
ly set up it will contain audio-visual career resources (slides, 
tapes, and films from various companies), annual reports of 
prospective employers, information of lifeskills, travel, and 
related topics, and career resource flies by subject, institution, , 
and association. 

In addition to company files and reports, the Centre will con- 
tain information on job pursuit, preperation of effective resumes, 
and calenders• and information on Canadian, American, and 
overseas post-secondary institutions. 	- 

by Roger Procyk 

If you have extra fat cells, we can use •• 
them. We want to convert your pounds- 
lard into pounds-sterling. Here's how it 
works. 

World University Services of Canada, 
(WUSC) is raising funds to support an , 
adult education program in Santiago de 
Atitlan, Guatemala. What has this got to 
do with your obesity? Read on. This area 
is inhabited by Indians whose poverty 
level is extremely low (80% are illiterate). 
The money raised will go into the opera- 
tion of a small radio transmitter located 
in Santiago. This station broadcasts basic 
courses in Spanish; • Mathematics; 
agriculture; health; hygiene, diet, and 
nutrition; as well as teaching them to 
write their own language - Tzutuhil. Adult 
classes convene in the evenings, usually at 
a private homes in the outlying mountain 
villages.. They gather • around a solitary 
transistor radio while a voluntary teacher 
guides them through the lessonS as they 
are broadcasted. Tuition for the first six- 
month course is 25 cents including , 
notebook and •pencil. 	, 

Here's where 'your FAT comes in. 
THIS PROGRAM NEEDS FUNDS TO 
CONTINUE. While we Canadians are 
over-fed and over-weight, two-thirds of 
Guatemalans are undernourished. While 
their life span -  is shortened by malnutri- 
tion and lowered resistance to disease, 
Canadians shortened their life-span by 
disorders related to affluence. Obesity is 
implicated in heart disease, 

1. DESIRABLE WEIGHTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Weight in Pounds According to Frame 

(in Indoor Clothing) 

MEN OF AGES 25 AND OVER 

WOMEN OF AGES 25 AND OVER 

T1 
%Oh shoes 

2 inch 
FEET 

rr 
on) 

heels 	SMALL 
INCITES 	FRAME 

MEDIUM 	LARGE 
FRAN1E 	FRAME HEIGHT 

(With shoes on) 
1-inch heels SMALL MEDIUM LARGE 10 	92- 98 96-107 	104-119 

FEET INCHES FRAME FRAME FRAME 11 	94-101' 98-110 	106-122 
r
ar 0 	96-104 101-113 	109-125 

5 2 112-320 . 118-129 126-141 0 99- 1 07 104-116 	• 112-128 
5 3 115-123 121-133 129-144 4

r0 
 2 	102-110 107-119 	115-131 

5 4 118-126 124-136 132-148 5 3 	105-113 110-129 	118-134 
5 5 121-129 127-139 135-152 5 4 	108-116 113-126 	121-138 
5 6 124-133 130-143 138-156 5 5 	111 .--119 116-130 	125-142 
5 7 128-137 '134-147 142-161 6 	- 	114-123 120-135 	129-146 
5 8 132-141 138-152 147-166 5 7 	118-127 124-139 	133-150 
5 9 136-145 142-156 451-170 5 8 	122-131 128-143 	137-154 
5 10 140-150 146-160 155-174 5 126-135 1327;147 	141-158 
5 11 144-I.54 150-165 159-179 5 10 	110-140 136-151 	'145-163 
6 /.0 148;-158__ 154-170 164-184 5 11 	134-144 140-155 	149-168 
6 1 152-162 158-175 168-189 6 0 	138-148 144-159 	153-173 
6 2 156-167 162-180. 173-194 
6 3 160-171 167-185 178-199 For girls between 18 and 25, subtract 1 pound for each 
6 4 164-175. 172-190 182-204 year under 25. 
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10' Keith Learmonth 

by Roger Procyk 

If you have extra fat cells, we can use 
them. We want to convert your pounds- 
lard into pounds-sterling. Here's how it 
works. 

World University Services of Canada, 
(WUSC) is raising funds to support an 
adult education program in Santiago de 
Atitlan, Guatemala. What has this got to 
do with your obesity? Read on. This area 
is inhabited by Indians whose poverty 
level is extremely low (80% are illiterate). 
The money raised will go into the opera- 
tion of a small radio transmitter located 
in Santiago. This station broadcasts basic 
courses in Spanish; -Mathematics; 
agriculture; health; hygiene, diet, and' 
nutrition; as well as teaching them to 
write their own language - Tzutuhil. Adult 
classes convene in the evenings, usually at 
a privAe homes in the outlying mountain 
villages: They gather around • a solitary 
transistor radio while a voluntary teacher 
guides them through the lessonS as they 
are broadcasted. Tuition for the first six- 
month course is 25 cents including , 
notebook .and pencil. 	, 

Here's where your FAT comes in. 
THIS PROGRAM NEEDS FUNDS TO 
CONTINUE. While we Canadians are 
over-fed and over-weight, two-thirds of 
Guatemalans are undernourished. While 
their life span -  is shortened by malnutri- 
tion and lowered resistance to disease, 
Canadians shortened their life-span by 
disorders related to affluence. •Obesity is 
implicated in heart disease, 

be taken front May 1-6. 
We don't recommend starvation even 

though the average healthy person could 
exist for weeks on water alone. To reduce 
weight it is absolutely necessary to reduce 
food (calorie) intake according to Miller 
and Keane's Encyclopedia and Dic- 
tionary of Medicine and Nursing. Exer- 
cise alone will not take off pounds. 
However, by combining exercise with a 
strict diet regime you will lose your 
pounds in the right places. So stop eating 
and start jogging, skating, and making 
use of.  your gym programs and facilities. 

To get this campus the Diploma Nur- 
sing girls offer\to take on any other facul- 
ty in a weight-loss per capita contest the 
loser pays WUSC $10.00. Instructor 
Tony Berezowecki (bldg. D 209) invites 
another faculty member to contest him 
while Roger Procyk (S.A. rep. for Health 
Sciences) offers an open challenge to out- 
siim any 'of the pudgy persons on the Stu- 
dent Association. 

To find out if your over-weight, see the 
charts below: 

arteriorsclerosis high blood pressure, and 
sugar diabetes, to 'name a few. What is 
shortening our lives could 'be used to 
lengthen theirs. WHAT CAN YOU DO 
TO HELP? 

You've heard of "Miles for Millions"; 
well this is "Pounds for Poverty". We are 
inviting and challenging students and 
faculty with unnecessary and Unwanted 
pounds to lose weight and at the same 
time, contribute to something worthwhile. 

To get involved, pick up your official 
"Pounds for Poverty" form at the Infor- 
mation booth, or Health Centre Rm. H 
MIO or at bulletin boards where WUSC 
posters are displayed. Then contact your 
friends, teachers, pets, relatives, lovers; 
and whoever and get them to make a 
pledge on your behalf (i.e. $.67/1b.). The 
participant agrees to pay a penalty of 
$1.00/1b. if he should gain rather than 
lose weight. Next, take your official form 
to Health Services who will validate your 
starting weight betvieen March 20-26. 
You then have approximately 5 weeks to 
deflate your spare tire. End weights will 

POUNDS FOR POVERTY 

Participant's Name: 	  
Address: 	  Phone No. 	  
Official starting weight: 	  lbs. 	Date 	  
Health Services (signature): 	  

Pledge/lb. lost 	Name 	Address 	 Phone No. 
$ i.e. 	.67/lb. 	John Doe 	7-322 Ruby St. 	867-9634 

1.	  
2.	  
3.	  
4. 	  

5 	  
6 	  
7 	  

Abdul Miah, Chief Librarian of the LRC, said the administra- 
tion "must be convinced" that the MCRC is needed before it 
Can be completed and staffed, but he foresees "no problem" get- 
ting the Centre set up as planhe.d. , 

Mr. Miah said at present there is a problem with, staffing the 
centre, and an additional person, trained in library science and 
"preferably with a background in counselling" should be hired. 

Marge Wochurka, of the Government Document Section, and 
Beth Williamson, of the Library Technician Training Program, 
presently look after-the centre, in addition to thekr,regular duties. 

Aside from salaries, the cost of the Centre will be "minimal," 
said Mr Miah. The LRC already has much of the necessary 
equipment, and much of the resource material is obtained free 
from companies contacted by the LRCi 

The LRC began collecting and compiling material in June, 
1974 ;  and by August about 1,000 career pamphlets and 1,200 
on businesses had been accumulated. These figures have in- 
creased since then. 

The LRC also faces • a space shortage: Mr Miah .said the 
MCRC will be located somewhere in the LRC, but just where is , 

not yet decided.  
Staff and students are invited to contribute to the develop- 

ment of the MCRC by bringing in any information on their par- 
ticular vocation. 

Do you want to know_more, about what career alternatives 
are open to you and ?how to go about getting started in your 
chosen career? 	 1/4 

Do you have an interview for that big job coming up and 
want to know more about the company? 

Yes, you say, but where do I find out these things? 
In the Multimedia. Career Resource Centre, of course. 
The newest service of the LRC is designed to provide 

students, staff, and anyone from the community with infornia- 
tion on the range of career alternatives that are . available to them 
as well as how to get started in a career. 

It can also provide them with insight into what it's like to 
Work at certain occupations and what lifestyles they involve. 
The chances for selecting realistic career goals 'can thus be in- 
creased. 

The MC RC is still in the development stag'e, but when it:is ful- 
ly set up it will contain audio-visual career resources (slides, 
tapes, and films from various companies), annual reports of 
prospective employers, •Information of lifeskills, travel, and 
related topics, and career resource files by subject, institution, , 
and association. 

In addition to company files and reports, the Centre will con- 
tain information on job pursuit, preperation of effective resumes, 
and calenderS and information on Canadian, American, and 
overseas post-secondary institutions. 

The above signed agree to contribute the stated amount per pound lost by the par- 
ticipant, while the participant agrees to pay a penalty of $1.00 per pound gained if he. 
should gain weight instead of losing It. All proceeds will go to World University Ser- 
vices of Canada in support of "Thi Voice of Atitlan" adult literacy program. 

Official ending weight: 	 lbs Date: 	  
Health Services (signature): 	  

1. DESIRABLE WEIGHTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
Weight in Pounds According to Frame 

(in Indoor Clothing) 

MEN OF AGES 25 AND OVER 
SMALL 	MEDIUM 	LARGE • 
FRAME 	FRAME 	FRAME 

(with shoes on) 
1-inch heels 	SMALL 

FEET INCHES 	FRAME 
MEDIUM 
FRAME 

LARGE 
FRAME 

5 	2 	112-120 
5 	3 	115-123 
5 	4 	118-126 
5 	5 	121-129 
5 	6 	124-133 
5 	7 	.128-137 
5 	8 	132-141 
5 	9 	136-145 
5 	10 	140-150 
5 	

11.
144-1414 

6 	0 	148-158_ 
6 	1 	152-162 

	

2 	. 156-167 
6 	3 	160-171 
6 	4 	164-175k 

	

96-107 	104-119 

	

98-110 	106-122 

	

101-113 	109-125 
104-116 • 112-128 

	

107-119 	115-131 

	

110-122 	118-134 

	

113-126 	121-138 

	

116-130 	125-142 

	

120-135 	129-146 

	

124-139 	133-150 

	

128-143 	137-154 

	

132,-,147 	141-158 

	

136-151 	145-163 

	

140-155 	149-168 

	

144-159 	1,53-173 

92- 98 
94-101' 
96-104 
99-107 

102-110 
105-113 
108-116 
111 .-119 

- 114-123 
1.18-127 
122-131 
-126-135 
130-140 
134-144 
138-148 

Thwart .  
It shoes on) 

2 inch heels 
INCHES 

10. 

	

•1 	 11 

	

5 	0 
1 

	

' 5 	2 

	

5 	3 

	

.5 	4 

	

5 	5 

	

5 	6 
.r 

	

J 	 7 

	

5 	8 

	

5 	9 

	

5 	10 

	

5 	11 

	

6 	0 

126-141 
129-144 
132i-148 
135-152 
138-156' 
142-161 
147-166 
451-170 
155-174 
159-179 
164-184 
168-189 
173-194 
178-199. 
182-204 

For girls between 18 and 25. subtract 1 pound for each 
year under 25. 

. 118-129 
121-133 

. 124-136 
127-139 
130-143 
134-147 
138-152 
142-156 
146-1 .60 
150-165 
154-170 
158-175 
162-180. 

'167-185 
172-190 
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Sports Shorts 

by Susan Nicol 

Intramurals are arranged for your benefit. Teams like the 
Civil-Tech and Bugger-All hockey teams and another BA team 
in broomball which drop out after the schedule is drawn up only 
create headaches and less playing time for the other entries. Our 
thanks is extended -  for their consideration. • 

Candidates Embarrass 

Jonas & Co. 
by Nancy Fryers • 

NEVER ,NEVER,NEVER,UNVEi- 
ESTIMATE THE POWER Of A 
CORRUPT GOVERNMENT. 

The Manitoba play-offs in all sports have been decided for 
the 4-West championships. Red River will be sending teams to 
the games in every category except women's curling, mixed bad- 
minton and hockey. Keewatin Community College has ' 
representatives in those • areas. 

On Saturday, March 1, the Red River Rebels hockey team 
dropped. a 14-7 decision to Keewatin, cancelling their chances to 
compete in the 4-West. Dave Sneddon -picked up two goals for 
Red River and Norm Wells walked away with it hat trick,ibut to 
no avail. Dave LaFrance of Keewatin, a former comrade of 
Bobby Clarke, proved to be one of the reasons for that college's 
spectacular showing. 

March 7 and 8 are the days the curling, badminton and 
basketball teams will strive for top honors in Saskatoon. The 
volleyball teams will be heading for Trail on March 13. Last 
year the men's volleyball team and the women's curling dub 
came home with the hardware and the coaches are looking 
forward tO more of the same this year. Basketball has usually 
been the • most difficult area for Manitoba. 

The women's basketball team is composed of Sally Calich, 
Alison Douglas, Dorothy Graves, Laurie Hurman, Rilla Noton, 
Karen Schmidt, and Susan Steinert: 

The men's team which will be going to Saskatoon is' Arthur 
Arnott, Kanu Emerawa, Garry Hagen, Andy Maslowski, Sandy 
McBride, Scott Ritchie, Norm Smith, Dave Sastook and Peter 

• Wilson. 
The men's volleyball team, the defending champions, lists 

Cameron Bell, Geoffrey Bell, John Buffie, Victor Doerksen, 
Mike Gartner, Kevin Greenfield, Greg Kuz,•Dennis Langrell, 
Neil McLean, Ray Shuper, James Thompson, Richard Wilgosh 
and Laurie Wyspinski, on its roster.  

Intramural table tennis and badminton forms are available 
from June Graham. and the equipment desk in the North Gym. 

. Entry deadline is today at 4:00. Members from school teams 
will not be eligible so participants won't run into any superstars. 
. Now is the time to think to teams for co-ed volleyball. So far 
the only restriction is that at feast two females must be on every . 
team. Suggestions for arranging limits on varsity players either 
by quotas or special divisions are welcomed. 

V 

. 	' 	 , 	• 
. 	 ..... 	 . 

RRCC's Freshie candidates proved that beauty and brairis 
often go together by beating Don Jonas and his CKY basket- 
ball team by a. score of 27-16 in the north gym Tuesday, March 
3.  

The candidates, made up of Freshie Queen Penny Scott, and 
contestants Pat Affleck, Dale Ratcliffe, Evelyn Dunaine, Crystal 
Coughlan and Wilma Martin, showed fine form as they won the 
opening jump-off. Unfortunately, in the excitement they started 
off towards the • wrong basket. They quickly reorganized 
themselves however and masterfully maneuvered the ball back 
through enemy territory to the other basket where Pat Affleck 
opened the scoring. 

The girls played well until the CKY team started pulling T- 
shirts and the male spectators starting yelling "Take it off!" The 
candidates are not a team to allow that kind of manhandling 
though and retaliated by grabbing Don Jonas' shorts as he 
leaped for the jump-ball at the start of the second half. This time 
the females in the crowd cheered. Jonas refused to take the 
jump-off for the third quarter. 

• The CKY team, made up of Peter Young, Ross Rutherford, 
Berry Morz, Doug Maine and Don Jonas was upset referree 
Jim Erikson didn't call the girls for travelling from one end of the 
court to the other with the basketball tucked under one arm, and 
decided to take matters into their own hands. 

Peter Young was called for terror tactics and Berry Morz was 
called for holding (which he claims was worth the two foul shots 
.Pat Affleck received). 

Leading scores were Pat Affleck (8 points), Penny Scott (6 
points), Don Jonas (4 points) and Peter Young (4 points). 

The game was suggested by Don Jonas who is promoting a 
Hertz scholarship fund fqr RRCC. A 25 cent admission was . 
charged for the game and , 

the $40 total will be contributed. 

HOCKEY, LADIES? 

- 

4•A•3ankt+:" 	..>3•33: 

The Russell. Chamber of Commerce is hosting their women's 
ice hockey tournament on Saturday, April 5th and Sunday April 
6th. Various teams from Manitoba are entered and it is hoped 
that interest here will be such that RRCC can also enter a team 
in this annual event. Players will not have to' pay for accom- 
modation, meals and travel expenses. If you are a fairly good 
hockey player and would be interested in participating in this 
tournament, register immediately with June Graham. All players 
must be regular full-time students at the College. 

J e.  Page 17 
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OVERSEAS 
SUMMER 

JOBS 

If you would like to work 
abroad this summer., but don't 
know how to find a job, the 1975 
Directory of Overseas Summer 
Jobs gives details of 50,000 
vacancies world-wide. This un- 
ique directory gives you ad- 
dresses in Britain, all European 
countries, Israel and many 
others — including Tahiti. It lists 
full details of employers,_ jobs, 
salariet, and passport re- 
quirements. If you want to know 
how to get a summer. job this 
year, the directory can be found 
in the L.R.C., catalogue number: 
R HD 6270. D5 1975. 

• 

Entertainitten Ronno s Back on Track 

by Byron Gislason 

But the raunchy sexism of White Heat-White Light, the 
moody romanticism of The Empty bed and the inner reflections 
of Angel No. 9 compensate for the several flaws of the album. 
Empty Bed is an Italian song with lyrics by Ronson which 
showcases . Ronson's talent for incorporating the mellow strains 
of classical guitar and the harsher gut rock of his gold Les Paul. 

It's Lou Reed's classic White Light-White Heat that stands 
out in the album for two reasons. The stirring lyrical content of 
the song as well as the seductive guitar work makes the song 
echo in my mind. 	i t  

The other reason is that it exemplifies the fact that no matter 
what Ronson does Bowie's influence will never leave him. His 
.vocals on the song are a complete duplication of the mascared 
wonder's voice pattern. I could swear that Bowie had snuck into 
the studio and overdubbed his vocals on Ronson's. That's a 
shame but it is a fact that Ronson is still on the leash even 
though he left the Diamond pooch's pack. 

I can understand Ronson's frustration in trying to escape 
froth his compatriot's shadow but despite the help of his friends 
Aynsley Dunbar, one of the top drummers in rock, T.J. Bolder 
former bassist for the Spiders, and Mike Garson, musical direc- 
tor. for Bowie, his escape seems impossible. 

If he surrounds himself with musicians that have no connec- 
tions with Bowie it might be possible or else do the instrument 
backing himself like he did on a couple of cuts on the album. • 

But Play Don't Worry is an appropriate title -considering his 
present position in the rock world. He is a prime candidate as 
replacement for Mick Taylor of the Rolling Stones and he is 
contracted to produce Ian Hunter's first solo 1p. I'm not going to 
give up on Mick Ronson yet and if this album is any indication, 
there are better things to come. 

MOVIE REVIEW 

Young Frankenstein 

I wanna see the beginning 
and never see the end 
Get up up there and play now 
Don't you know you've got some friends 
Let me hear your music loud and new 
Keep on going yeah 
buddies bash on through 

by Lynn Dovell 

"Young Frankenstein" is a perfect ex- 
ample of a producer ignoring fate and do- 
ing what he wants. This time, Mel Brooks 
has taken a movie which has been done 
and redone, all the way from Boris 
Karloff to Andy Warhol, and come up 
with a version you can actually lattgh at. 

Gene Wilder plays Frankenstein, and 
is probably the most convincing 
character on the screen. He plays not the 
original Doctor Frankenstein, but his 

Boyle, escapes.and wreaks havoc on the 
town. A funny' scene here with a blind- 
man, played by Gene Hackman un- 
knowingly sets the monster's thumb on 
fire. 

One of the funniest scenes I have 
witnessed in a long time is Gene Wilder's 
attempt to get society, namely not able 
scientists, to accept his creation. He does 
this by renting a hall, dressing himself and 
his monster in tuxedos and singing and 
dancing the old "Puttin'. On The. Ritz" 
routine. 

Even though this movie is in black and 
white (which adds to the show), it is 
definately one df Mel Brooks' better ef- 
forts. If the names of Brooks or Wilder 
are enough to turn you off, (especially 
after seeing some of their earlier movies), 
ignore your instincts and go and see 
"Young Frankenstein". You shall be 
entertained. 

grandson, setting the movie more or less 
in the present day. Wilder

i 
 is trans-planted 

to Transylvania by his grandfather's will, 
leaving him his castle, laboratory and 
even Marty • Feldman to play a present- 
day Igor. 

Leaving his fiancee, played " by 
Madeline .Kahn, Wilder travels to Tran- 
sylvania and is immediately met by Igor 
and Ingrid (Teri Garr) who eventually 
becomes his "lab assistant". He is also 
met by Cloris .Leachman at the castle. 
She plays a sort of girlfriend to , the 
original Frankenstein, and her name is 
more than enough to 'strike terror into 
every horse's heart, proven by the small 
commotion that arises everytime her 
name is mentioned. 

With the help of a book called "How I 
Did It" by the original Frankenstein, 
Wilder sets about to create a monster of 
his own. The monster, played by Peter 

¶ 

Mick "Ronno" Ronson, B-B-Bowies former main man is 
back with his second solo album, Play Don't Worry and like the 
above quote from the title cut the music is loud and new. It's 
loud and new compared ..to his sluggish debut album but the 
material does not' challenge the musical calibre of Roxy Music's 
latest offering or the sheer volume of Queen's albums. 	, 

The record's material is evenly divided between Ronson ,/ 
originals and songs penned by others, and the musical flow from 
side one to two is like a restless ocean moving, crashing to a 
reverbrating crescendo and back to the slow, sensuality of a 
quiet lagoon. 

The significance of the album however is Ronson's return to 
his guitar which he sorrowfully neglected in his first offering. 
Despite the danger of contracting guitar nipple (a disease caused 
by playing a guitar too often and holding it too closely) Ronno ' 
unleahes some clean, tastful, but somewhat impotent guitar licks 
on both sides of the album. 	 • 

There are several bad points that stand out in the album. One 
is the misarrangement of Billy Porter, a song which although 
written by Ronson is ruined by the mismatch of the lyrics and 

•the type of music. The lyrics clearly indicate the blues vein but 
the music and vocal styling is a cross between Reggae and the 
Bosa Nova.. The other mistake is the burial of the (rock'n roll 
martyr) Ian Hunter's, vocals in Girl Can't Help It. Why bother 
having the superstar sing back up vocals if you have to strain 
your ear's, to hear his superbly twisted voice through the barrage 
of drums and guitars. 

LIVE AT RRCC 
SWEET SPIRIT 

by Dave Nagy 

DIANE HEATHERINGTON 

Noon hour entertainment is getting better at RRCC, and on 
Thursday, February 27, Diane Heatherington with pianist Mark 
Rutherford sent a lot of happy people back to class. 

In their second and better appearance here this year, they 
, drew increasing applause as the show progressed. 

Diane proved that she doesn't need backup to do good shows. 
With a competent pianist she kept the tower lounge filled for 
most of the noon hour covering the breaks between numbers 
with anecdotes and groan-bringing one-liners. It was worth 
waiting for. 

One spectator remarked that the show was "like one of those 
old honky-tonks come to life. It was really great." 

The music and the songs were good. It helps when a small 
group knows what their doing, instead of following the old rule 
`if you can't play good, play loud'. 

Some numbers brought more applause than the rest: Greg 
Leskiw's Once Divided, from the Guess Who's album 'So Long 
Bannatyne' could have been better with a guitar, but Ruther- 
ford's talent made up for this; the theme from the movie Cabaret 
and their last number, The Weight were two of their more ap- 
preciated songs. 

The show proved to be a good time for everybody, and con- 
sidering the applause, they will be glad to come back. 

For variety, folk groups perform occasionally in the lounge. 
Although the audiences for these shows are rarely capacity, they 
are always constant. 

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 

BIBLE STUDY --- EVERY THURSDAY 
11:00 - 12:00; 12:00 - 1:00 

Students and Staff Welcome 
COME FELLOWSHIP WITH US, 

WE WOULD LIKE TO 
GET TO KNOW YOU 

Musical Insanity at its Best 

A quartet also from Toronto, played an excellent program of 
folk, country, and middle-of-the-road music in the Lounge 
March 4. All their selections were soft, sensitive, and sleepy, but 
the harmonies were loud and penetrating, and hit you like a 
gunshot if you weren't awake.,  Between, numbers, they took 
turns talking about the spiritual aspects of themselves, fortunate- 
ly beyond the • scope of this column. 

One of the lead singers proved competent on the flute, 
clarinet, and alto saxophone, adding many colorful, imaginative 
musical passages to the songs. 

At the height of one of their spiritual elaborations,. I was ex- 
pecting them to say "come, follow us". Regardless, they are a 
good band, and can keep people in good spirits. I thought that 
the applause was more than substantial for the size of audience 
that they received. 

One thing to note: Noon hour entertainment will run in two 
sets from now on, between 11:20 and 11:50, and again from 
12:10 to 12:40. 
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The Sensational Alex Harvey Band 

BAD MANORS 

PETER MATHEISON 

marshmallows while' the lyrics suggest 
boarder-house sex and Harvey's long 
quest for fame and riches. 

The remaining material is all outstan- 
ding but to describe all the songs would 
require many pages and several candles. 
The visions and enlightenment this album 
gives me are limitless and all I can say is 
if you want to grasp some musical insani- 
ty, Alex Harvey is always there when you 
need him. 

Alex Harvey, the 39 year old clown of 
rock has put out a superb album in The 
Impossible Dream which defies definition. 
The material incorporates the basic 
guitar, bass, drum and keyboard format 
but the direction in which the music goes 
in phenomenal. 

Harvey's sense of humour plays an im- 
portant part in the album as well as his 
love for comic books and his musical sur- 
realism. Two good examples are the in- 
clusion of the original song The Impossi- 
ble Dream by Leigh and Dorian and 
Sergeant Fury, a funky song in,which the 
music creates visions' of Fred Astaire and 
Ginger Rogers waltzing over a floor of 

Hobo painting on the wall 
just before him curtain call 
Baba biffo he doan eat beef 
He got subway in his teef. 

Peter Matheison, from Toronto, entertained a fair sized crowd• 
with his sweet, dirty, and hilarious ballads February 28. 
Applause and laughter forced many stops during the show. 
Peter played and sang well, although he couldn't help breaking 
up once in a while too. I'm sure we could stand more of his 
shows in the future. 
Page is 

With Kelly Jay, formerly of Crowbar, rocked the south gym 
Friday, the 28th of February with good, solid rock 'n. roll. 

The booze ran out by eleven o'clock, as ,usual, despite that 
there was just an average sized crowd. About the halfway mark 
they did "Oh, What a Feeling", which Kelly said the last time 
they played it was in Burton Cumming's rec room. Oh what a 
feeling. 

The evening led me to some interesting situations. Backstage, 
just for the heck of it I asked them what their impression of BTO 
was—and was hit with dead silence but raised a lot of ears. The 
band is still in its formative stages, I'm sure. Kelley remarked 
"We spent the last two weeks becoming a 	band and last 
night we graduated." They said that they had played in Regina 
the night before. 

They said that they have no plans for an album as yet, and 
Cannot see one in the near future, so don't wait for. one. Dig out 
some old Crowbar albums and feed on them for a while. Page 19 • 
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WE WOULD LIKE TO 
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OVERSEAS 
SUMMER 

JOBS 

If you would .  like to work 
abroad this summer, but don't 
know how to find a job, the 1975 
Directory of Overseas Summer 
Jobs gives details of 50,000 
vacancies world-wide. This un- 
ique directory gives you ad- 
dresses in Britain, all European 
countries, Israel and many 
others — including Tahiti. It lists 
full details of employers, jobs, 
salariet,'and passport re- 
quirements. If you want to know 
how to get a summer job this 
year, the directory can be found 
in the L.R.C., catalogue number: 
R HD 6270. D5 1975. 

RECORDS 

Entertainment Ronno 's Back on Track 
u. 

by Byron Gislason 

MOVIE REVIEW 

Young Frankenstein 

I wanna see the beginning 
and never see the end 
Get up up there and play now 
Don't you know you've got some friends 
Let me hear your music loud and new 
Keep on going yea st! 
buddies bash on through 

by Lynn Dovell 

"Young Frankenstein" is a perfect ex- 
ample of a producer ignoring fate and do- 
ing what he wants. This time, Mel Brooks 
has taken a movie which has been done 
and redone, all the way from Boris 
K arloff to Andy Warhol, and come up 
with a version you can actually laugh at. 

Gene Wilder plays Frankenstein, and 
is probably the most convincing 
character on the screen. He plays not the 
original Doctor Frankenstein, but his 

Boyle, escapes, and wreaks havoc on the 
town. A funny' scene here with a blind- 
man, played by Gene Hackman un- 
knowingly sets the monster's thumb on 
fire. 

One of the funniest scenes I have 
witnessed in a long time is Gene Wilder's 
attempt to get society, namely not able 
scientists, to accept his creation. He does 
this by renting a hall, dressing himself and 
his monster in tuxedos and singing and 
dancing the old "Puttin' On The Ritz" 
routine. 

Even though this movie is in black and 
white (which adds to the show), it is 
definately one of Mel Brooks' better ef- 
forts. If the names of Brooks or Wilder 
are enough to turn you off, (especially 
after seeing some of their earlier movies), 
ignore your instincts and go and see 
"Young Frankenstein". You shall be 
entertained. 

grandson, setting the movie more or less 
in the present day. Wilder

i 
 is trans-planted 

to Transylvania by his grandfather's will, 
leaving him his castle, laboratory and 
even Marty Feldman to play a present- 
day Igor. 

Leaving his fiancee, played by 
Madeline .Kahn, Wilder travels to Tran- 
sylvania and is immediately met by Igor 
and Ingrid (Teri Garr) who eventually 
becomes his "lab assistant". He is also 
met by Cloris .Leachman at the castle. 
She plays a sort of girlfriend to the 
original Frankenstein, and her name is 
more than enough to 'strike terror into 
every horse's heart, proven by the small 
commotion that arises everytime her 
name is mentioned. 

With the help of a book called "How I 
Did It" by the original Frankenstein, 
Wilder sets about to create a monster of 
his own. The monster, played by Peter 

LIVE AT RRCC 
SWEET SPIRIT 

But the raunchy sexism of White Heat-White Light, the 
moody romanticism of The Empty bed and the inner reflections 
of Angel No. 9 compensate for the several flaws of the album. 
Empty Bed is an Italian song with lyrics by Ronson which 
showcases .Ronson's talent for incorporating the mellow strains 
of classical guitar and the harsher gut rock of his gold Les Paul. 

It's Lou Reed's classic. White Light-White Heat that stands 
out in the album for two reasons. The stirring lyrical content of 
the song as well as the seductive guitar work makes the song 
echo in my mind. 	f' 

The other reason is that it exemplifies the fact that no matter 
what Ronson does Bowie's influence will never leave him. His , 
vocals on the song are a complete duplication of the mascared 
wonder's voice pattern. I could swear that Bowie had snuck into 
the studio and overdubbed his vocals on Ronson's. That's a 
shame but it is a fact that' Ronson is still on the leash even 
though he left the Diamond pooch's pack. 

I can understand Ronson's frustration in trying to escape 
froth his compatriot's shadow but despite the help of his friends 
Aynsley Dunbar; one of the top drummers in' rock, T.J. Bolder 
former bassist for the Spiders, and Mike Garson, musical direc- 
tor. for Bowie, his escape seems impossible.  

If. he surrounds himself with musicians that have no connec- 
tions with Bowie it might be possible or else do the instrument 
backing himself like he did on a couple of cuts on the album. - 

But Play Don't Worry is an appropriate title-considering his 
present position in the rock world. He is a prime candidate as 
replacement for Mick Taylor of the Rolling Stones and he is 
contracted to produce Ian Hunter's first solo 1p. I'm not going to 
give up on Mick Ronson yet and if this album is any indication, 
there are better things to come. 

Mick "Ronno" Ronson, B-B-Bowies former main man is 
back with his second solo album, Play Don't Worry and like the 
above quote from the title cut the music is loud and new. It's 
loud and new compared to his sluggish debut album but the 
material does not challenge the musical calibre of Roxy Music's 
latest offering or the sheer volume of Queen's albums. 

The record's material is evenly divided between Ronson 
originals and songs penned by others, and the musical flow from 
side one to two is like a restless ocean moving, crashing to a 
reverbrating crescendo and back to the slow, sensuality of a 
quiet lagoon. 

The significance of the album however is Ronson's return to 
his guitar which he sorrowfully neglected in his first offering. 
Despite the danger of contracting guitar nipple (a disease caused 
by playing a guitar too often and holding it too closely) Ronno ' 
unleahes some clean, tastful, but somewhat impotent guitar licks 
on both sides of the album. 

There are several bad points that stand out in the album. One 
is the misarrangement of Billy Porter, a song which although 
written by Ronson is ruined by the mismatch of the lyrics and 

• the type of music. The lyrics clearly indicate the blues vein but 
the music and vocal stfling is a cross between Reggae and the 
Bosa Nova.. The other mistake is the burial of the (rock'n roll 
martyr) Ian Hunter's, vocals in Girl Can't Help It. Why bother 
having the superstar sing back up vocals if you have to strain 
your ear's, to hear his superbly twisted voice through the barrage 
of drums and guitars. 

by Dave Nagy 

DIANE HEATHERINGTON 

Musical Insanity at its Best 

The Sensational Alex Harvey Band 

A quartet also from Toronto, played an excellent program of 
folk, country, and middle-of-the-road music in the Lounge 
March 4. All their selections were soft, sensitive, and sleepy, but 
the harmonies were loud and penetrating, and hit you like a 
gunshot if you weren't awake., Between, numbers, they took 
turns talking about the spiritual aspects of themselves, fortunate- 
ly beyond the • scope of this column. 

One of the lead singers proved competent on the flute, 
clarinet, and alto saxophone, adding many colorful, imaginative 
musical passages to the songs. 

At the height of one Of their spiritual elaborations,. I was ex- 
pecting them to say "come, follow us". Regardless, they are a 
good band, and can keep people in good spirits. I thought that 
the applause was more than substantial for the size of audience 
that they received. 

One thing to note: Noon hour entertainment will run in two 
sets from now on, between 11:20 and 11:50, and again from 
12:10 to 12:40. 

Noon hour entertainment is getting better at RRCC, and on 
Thursday, February 27, Diane Heatherington with pianist Mark 
Rutherford sent a lot of happy people back to class. 

In their second and better appearance here this year, they 
•drew increasing applause as the show progressed. 

Diane proved that she doesn't need backup to do good shows. 
With a competent pianist she kept the t imer lounge filled for 
most of the noon hour covering the breaks between numbers 
with anecdotes and groan-bringing one-liners. It was worth 
waiting for 

One spectator remarked that the show was "like one of those 
old honky-tonks come to life. It was really great." 

The music and the songs were good. It helps when a small 
group knows what their doing, instead of following the old rule 
`if you can't play good, play loud'. 

Some numbers brought more applause than the rest: Greg 
Leskiw's Once Divided, from the Guess Who's album 'So Long 
Bannatyne' could have been better with a guitar, but Ruther- 
ford's talent made up for this; the theme from the movie Cabaret 
and their last number, The Weight were two of their more ap- 
preciated songs. 

The Show proved to be a good time for everybody, and con- 
sidering the applause, they will be glad to come back. 

For variety, folk groups perform occasionally in the lounge. 
Although the audiences for these shows are rarely capacity, they 
are always constant. 

BAD MANORS 

PETER MATHEISON 

marshmallows while .  the lyrics suggest 
boarder-house sex and Harvey's long 
quest for fame and riches. 

The remaining material is all outstan- 
ding but to describe all the songs would 
require many pages and several candles. 
The visions and enlightenment this album 
gives me are limitless and all I can say is 
if you want to grasp some musical insani- 
ty, Alex Harvey is always there when you 
need him. 

Hobo paintipg on the wall 
just before him curtain call 
Baba biffo he doan eat beef 
He got subway in his teef. 

Alex Harvey, the 39 year old clown of 
rock has put out a superb album in The 
Impossible Dream which defies definition. 
The material incorporates the basic 
guitar, bass, drum and keyboard format 
but the direction in which the music goes 
in phenomenal. 

Harvey's sense of humour plays anim- 
portant part in the album as well as his 
love for comic books and his musical sur- 
realism. Two good examples are the in- 
clusion of the original song The Impossi- 
ble Dream by Leigh and Dorian and 
Sergeant Fury, a funky song in,which the 
music creates visions of Fred Astaire and 
Ginger Rogers waltzing over a floor of 

With Kelly Jay, formerly of Crowbar, rocked the south gym 
Friday, the 28th of February with good, solid rock 'a roll. 

The booze ran out by eleven o'clock, as •usual, despite that 
there was just an average sized crowd. About the halfway mark 
they did "Oh, What a Feeling", which Kelly said the last time 
they played it was in Burton Cumming's rec room. Oh what a 
feeling. 

The evening led me to some interesting situations. Backstage, 
just for the heck of it I asked them what their impression of BTO 
was—and was hit with dead silence but raised a lot of ears. The 
band is still in its formative stages, I'm sure. Kelley remarked 
"We spent the last two weeks becoming a 	band and last 
night we graduated." They said that they had played in Regina 
the night before. 

They said that they have no plans for an album as yet, and 
Cannot see one in the near future, so don't wait for one. Dig out 
some old Crowbar albums and feed on them for a while. Page 19 ' 

Peter Matheison, from Toronto, entertained a fair sized crowd 
with his sweet, dirty, and hilarious ballads February 28. 
Applause and laughter forced many stops during the show. 
Peter played and sang well, although he couldn't help breaking 
up once in a, while too. I'm sure we could stand more of his 
shows in the future. 
Page 18 
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Academic Appeal Board in Service 

The Students' Association will act as a 
liaison between -  the student involved and 
the appeal board. 

The AAB will consist of twO students 
selected by the Students' Association, one 
instructor selected •  by the Faculty 
Association, and one member selected 
from the chairmen and department heads 
of the college. Mr Didcote will chair the 
board • and have full voting privileges. 

The chairperson of the AAB will serve 
a two-year. term. Other members will be 
selected each time the board convenes to 
hear ' a case. 

The chairperson will summon the other 
four members to a hearing within one 
week of receiving a written complaint. 
The board will hear from the student and 
the instructor- involved. 

After the hearing the board will 
proceed with any appropriate investiga- 
tion into the complaint. 

Within one , week of the hearing the 
board will reconvene to review their fin- 
dings and provide a decision to the con- 
cerned parties. College Director G.L. 
Talbot may override the decision. 

Any decision required a majority vote 
and must be reached , within. 48 hours 
after the board has reconvened for that 
purpose. If no decision has been reached, 
four new members will be appointed by 
the chairperson and new hearings will be 
held. 

SA president John Coy said even 
though the students are outnumbered 
three-to-two on the board, there shouldn't 
be any problems. 

"There could be a small effect but this 
shouldn't, be a major influence in any 
decision," he said. "The board members 
are supposed to be rational people' and 
will probably act accordingly." 

Students with complaints about in- 
structional methods or evaluation can 
now take the matter up with the 
Academic Appeal Board (AAB). 

The board, in service now, is chaired 
by S.P.,,pidcore, Assistant Director of the 
college and will consider studehts' com- 
plaints that have not been resolved 
through standard grievance procedures. 

If a student has a complaint he must 
first discuss it with the instructor, in- 
volved. 

If, in this first step the problem is not 
solved to the student's satisfaction he 
may then discuss the problem with the 
appropriate department. head. 

If these steps are not effective the stu- 
dent may then take up the matter with the 
appropriate chairman :or principal. 

If, after these discussions, the student is 
still not satisfied, as a last resort he may 
appeal to the AAB. 

a.m. 
p.m. 

p.m. 

Return to: INA THOMSON 
Child Care Co-ordinator 
Room A101 

Day Care for Dialogue Day 

In order to prevent bedlam on Dialogue Day, anyone wishing Child Care on this diy pre-register with us before 
March 25. The number registering will determine the facility we must provide. 
Pre-registration form 
Name of parent 	  
Course 	  
Name of child(reni 	  

Age 

My child (will) (will not) be staying at lunch. If staying - parent should provide a bag lunch and milk money. 
My child will be with the Child Care Center from 	a.m. to 	a.m. 

Signature 	  Date 	  

Short Story 

More Like ft 
• 

BY HAB McDERMETT The first kid he met when he moved to Royal City was 
Kidney Beanstauch'. Jimzy was out in his back yard throwing 
out the garbage when this other little kid hit him with a divot of ' 
mud and broke the skin over his left eye. 

"Hey kid, what's your name?" demanded Kidney, dusting 
dirt off his hands. 

caught by the police? They'd have our nuts. Well . I like the guy. 
So do I Chad. Let's go get a milkshake. Later Donny. You boys' 
want some more milk and cookies? In unison: No thanks Mrs 
Bolton. You guys sure? Yes Chad. I'll have some more mom. 
There's no use opening up a new bag just for you, Chad. 

"This is getting us nowhere," Kidney announced. 
The boys then all trooped over to Jimzy's house and asked 

him if he wanted to Play football. He thought for a second then 
accepted when his mother pushed him out of the door. He turn- 
ed out to be a pretty good player, to Kidney's mild delight, and 
was useful later on to the community .club team. 

They had hung around together from then, Jimzy and 
Kidney, but though he was always there, Jimzy seemed to be in 
a different plane of time and space. 

"Hey kid, what's the matter?" asked high school sophomore 
Kidney, six years after they first met. , 

"Huh . . . nothing, nothing." Jimzy had a far-away look in his 
dart board eyes. 

"What you need is a chick. Something loose and easy." 
Kidney knew them all. He spent more time horizontal than ver- 
tical, and was coming more than he was going. 	, 

Jimzy did not have Kidney's boldness in bed. He only took it • 
when it was thrust upon him and was not actively in the market 
for a supply of 'his own. 

Matilda Walnut was a good example. They were at a party 
last year, a class-get-to-know-each-other at Janie the suckhole's 
place:.  and some resourceful person, probably Kidney, had 
snitched a gallon of home brew from somewhere, probably his 
sick grandfather's. He had an eye out for his buddy Jimzy,.and 
managed to get both of them, and two snuggies, one of them 
Matilda, into Janie's bedroom with the brew. 

Intent on having a -  goodtime the two girls seized the stomach 
acid and gulped down large quantities. So did Kidney and Jim- 
zy. Kidney reserved Grace, Matilda's friend, for himself and 
worked himself into a position across from her where he could 
look up her skirt and - see her panties. He was easily horned-up 
and he guessed that Grace was the same way. 

But what about Jimzy? He didn't seem normal somehow. He 
wasn't looking up Matilda's skirt, even though Matilda was 
looking at his fly and slovering at the mouth. She was horny, 
why wasn't he? Kidney attracted Jimzy's attention and winked 
in Matilda's direction. Jimzy shrugged his shoulders. No incen- 
tive for sex, this boy, thought Kidney. 

A few ounces later, everyone was pissed and Kidney didn't 
feel like wasting too much more time waiting for Jimzy to get the 
urge. He leaned over to Matilda and whispered in her ear. Jimzy 
noticed this, then found himself looking into Matilda's smiling 
face. She moved over to him on the bed and crossed her legs, let- 
ting her -skirt slip part way up 'her un-stockinged thighs. She 
moved closer to him, her dress clumping together even more and 
Jimzy stared at more of 'her smooth legs. Yes, there it was now, 
the white triangle of her .  panties. Jimzy smiled at her politely and 
she touched the inside of his thigh. He tingled up through his 
stomach. Her hand moved up to his tip, the other directing his 
own hand to her triangle. 

Jimzy gulped and looked over to Kidney for some kind of 
guidance. It was no use. He was on top of Grace, whose panties 
had somehow fallen down to her ankles. 

Matilda forced Jimzy flat on the bed and bent over him. Ten 
minutes later four sets of clothing littered the floor and two pairs 
of moans and grunts filled the room. 

"What did you tell her?" asked Jimzy later, after they had 
cleaned themselves off with Kleenex and the girls had joined the 
party again, satisfied and eager. 

"I told her in basketball practise you had to wear extra large 
shorts, because there wasn't room for your tool under a smaller 
size. I said it almost banged against your knees." 

"That's why 'she was smiling." Jimzy noted that Matilda had 
not seemed too disappointed when she found out he had only 
average proportions. In fact, just

, the opposite was true. She 
wanted to see if it-would stretch that long when stimulated, and 
she did her best to succeed. "Boy that felt good." 

- "Told you kick" 

"Why did you4hrow that mud at me?" Jimzy was indignant. 
He felt like hitting the kid with the empty 26 in the bag, but he 
could see then that Kidney was no sissy. 

"Just testing your reflexes kid. It happens to every new kid 
that comes here.. It's an old custom. And in your case I'd say 
you pretty well Passed the test 'cause you're not on the ground 
crying: for your mother. Some kids do and we scrap them right 
off. It's sort of an institution around here . . . What'd you say 
your name was . . .?" 

Jimzy emerged from the daze he was in, induced by Kidney's 
narcotic oration. He came back to life in four distinct phases, his 
eyes becoming clearer in each. He finally remembered his name. 
"Huh; oh, my name . .. Jimzy, Jimzy Dawlin. Hey, why'd you 
throw mud at me?" he popped. 

Kidney _ignored the last part. He had just answered it. "Jimzy 
Dawlin, ey? Is your mother a movie star, daawling?" 

"What do you mean? What do you mean about my mother?" 
Jimzy stood strong and proud like little maggots do when 
angered. 

Kidney rolled his ' eyes and calmed Jimzy down, insisting he 
meant nothing with his remark. "It's just that we don't have 
much use for mothers around here, kid. None of us like them. 
They're too troublesome, always telling you to cut your toenails, 
or only use three squares of paper when you wipe your ass. 
None of us really go for that around here, kid, and first

. off I 
thought you had the same streak in ya', but now I'm not so sure, 
you look like a femme to. me." 

Kidney looked around for a stone on the ground, apparently 
bored with Jimzy. He picked one up, turned his back on Jimzy, 
and pegged the stone at a Robin high overhead On a telephone 
wire. 

He was observing the effects of his' direct \hit, squinting his 
eyes against the bright sunlight, when a two-tone mushy banana 
peel hit him, in the back of the neck. The force of the missile 
lifted him off the ground for a second, bent at the middle. 

He wiped the back of his neck with a twisted disgusted look 
on his face, then turned and faced Jimzy. 

"Who needs your stupid institution?" Jimzy said ex- 
pressionlessly. He .walked to the garbage can and plopped the 
moist mess into the cylinder. 	- 

This jarred kidney visibly. He thought the disposal of the gar- 
bage in such a manner as Jimzy disposed of it signified also the 
disposal of himself and his friends the same way haughtily. 
Kidney had thought he had Jimzy over a barrel and he was not 
used to such self-assured snobbery; he had not come across 
such defiance and pig-headedness as he now faced before, in his 
role. as young leader, and community activist not even frOm his 
mother who bought him all the baseball gloves and BBs a child 
could ask for. He didn't know what to do. 

Kidney was still twitching with indecision on the lane when 
Jimzy walked back into the house. His nerves subsided finally 
and he picked up a stick to drag on the ground behind him while 
he walked away thinking. This kid's a strange one, he told 
himself, I'll have to go see the boys about him. 

The boys: Bimbo Snoover, who always had a crusty nose; big 
"Paluka" Pinkreams; Chad Bolten; the almost-twins Chris and 
Donny Skerwie; Mig Sketch from below the border; Guffer 
Cain; Jerry (what was his name?), the new kid from Jersey; and 
Kidney met whenever possible in Chad's basement. 

Chad's mother was only too glad to receive them, delighted 
that Chad had so many close friends. Kidney found Bimbo, 
Paluka and the twins playing hot-box in the park and brought 
theM along in search of Mig, Guffer and what's his name? They 
finally found them at Skerrit's Pharmacy where they were steal-„ 
ing fancy stationary. The whole group shuffled out of the door 
in one big clump, three of them in the middle with pads of paper 
bulging under their tight cotton T-shirts. They approved and 
hummed over the paper a while behind the store then herded of 
to Chad's place to have some milk' and Oreos. 

They discussed the new kid on Belchard Bay, Dawlin you say 
his name is? What would they do about' him? Well the kid ob- 
viously showed spunk, yeah, let's go punch him out No Bimbo, 
that wouldn't do any good. Let's break his windows. And get 
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Kidney was matchmaking again. He had to cure thi malig- 
nant attide that Jimzy seemed to be developing, this far-away . 

stare. Jimzy said it was nothing, but Kidney knew it was a psy- 
chosis brought on by sex-starvation. He formulated a plan. 

"..so• anyway, my parents said I could use the cabin, and I 
was just wondering if you wanted to come." 

Jimzy agreed and they left on Friday night. They arrived late 
and spent the night drinking; Kidney drawing dirty pictures, 
Jimzy just watching. He could not get excited about the pictures. 
"Don't worry kid. I'll fix you up." 

It just so happened that Kidney's cabin was in the middle of a 
veritable Amazon, with beautiful young girls scampering around 
in g-strings and panties. Kidney could hardly wait to hit the 
beach in his revealing Joe Weider briefs. 

They went swimming the next morning and Kidney called 
over a couple of dazzlers he had seen last summer. Did they 
want a drink, go over to his cabin? Sure, big boy, looking at his 
trunks and they were off. 

Kidney was in like a bullet. These two wore the standard 
beach uniform and Kidney's fingers itched to tear it off. 

Jimzy chatted and looked, but made no attempt to touch. 
Why should he, when Kidney would do it for him? Back and 
forth Kidney went, between his own girl and Jimzy, trying to get 
him started. This girl, he kept telling Jimzy, was not like 
Matilda; Jimzy had to do the work himself. 

Jimzy excused himself, saying he had to go to the billy. Ten 
minutes passed and he was still not back: Twenty minutes pass- 
ed and the girls left in a huff, outraged at the snubbing their cen- 
trefoldish, tempting bodies had been given. 

Kidney went looking for Jimzy and found him by the back 
gate.* "What the hell are you doing? I had her, then you, you, 
you had to take off. What the hell are you doing?" 

"I'm fixing the gate. This hinge is loose." 
Kidney stormed back to the cabin furiously. Jimzy Went back 

shortly to find Kidney in the same mood he had been in years 
ago when they had firSt met, only now, six years bigger and 
tougher. "You stupid asshole. I ought to kick yousin the balls a 
hundred times. Niver again am I going to let you screw me up 
like that. Why did I bring you, anyway?" 

Jimzy was furious now too. He finally realized why he had 
that far-away look in his eyes the last six years. It hit him like a 
used dube. He had given in to Kidney too easily. He had made it 
plain from the start that he had no use for him, but instead of 
completely refusing Kidney, he bowed to him. He had Suc- 
cumbed to the first attempt on Kidney's part, the football game. 
He shouldn't have. He had no pride. anymore. 

He should have knocked his block off then and there, made it 
crystal-clear that he was self-sufficient. But he didn't and he had 
grown dependant on Kidney since then. He had to do something 
drastic to break that hold. 

"Kiss my ass you bastard," he said gruffly to Kidney. "What 
I do is my own damn business. You got any complaints, well, 
you just try something...punk." He intended to infuriate Kidney 
further, to the point of violence. Only with a battle could Jimzy 
break the hold, come out himself, on top. It made sense. 

"What did you say?" Kidney stood 'up slowly. 
"You heard me asshole. You want to make something out of 

it?" 
- Kidney was perplexed. This seemed to be totally out of Jim- 

zy's character. But was it? Kidney thought back, six years ago, 
j to Jimzy's back yard. No question about it now. Jimzy had 
reverted to-the unrefined state he had found him in. This made 
Kidney mad. A . protege had gone bad on him. He couldn't have 
known that to refuse Kidney's motherly eye was just plain ig- 
norant, otherwise he Would not be doing it. "Look kid, what's 
wrong with you?" 

"Nothing. This is something I should have done a long time 

• 

9 9 ago. 
I knew it, I knew it, though Kidney. Well, he had to take the 

kid down a peg for his own good. They lunged at each other. -It 
was nip-and-tuck- for a while, each on top of the other, then 
quickly changing advantages. They wrestled but did not punch 
and after a few minutes on the floor Jimzy grabbed a rope that 
was under a cot. 

when Jimzy wanted ,  a ride somewhere did he phone Kidney. 
"What's wrong with you? You turning into some kind of 

vegetable? You trying to become a hermit or something? Why 
don't you want to go? You'll get laid, won't you?" 	. 

The Jackson sisters lived crosstown, a ten mile drive and an 
hour-and-a-half by bus. Jimzy coaxed Kidney into going, but 
not without protests from Kidney. He swelled up inside, anger 
and resentment for Jimzy cresting almost to a breaking point. 
Almost. 

Kidney walked out to his car, something stuffed into his 
jacket pocket making it large and lumpy. He drove up to Jimzy's 
place and honked his horn. Jimzy came out and they were off. 

Kidney took a bottle of rye out of the glove compartment. It 
had about four ounces of liquid swishing around in the bottom. 

"I think we'll need more," asserted Jimzy. • 
"No sense buying it if we don't need it," replied Kidney. 

"Why don't we wait?" - 
"Yeah, you might have a point there kid." 
Kidney smiled secretly. It was going well so far. 
The Jackson sisters lived on the groung floor of an apartment 

block. Jimzy rang their room over the security buzzer and they 
were admitted. Inside the apartment they ,  poured a round of 
drinks. 

Both the girls had short-shorts on, bulging in all the right 
places, front and rear. Up top they were wearing the same bikini 
slivers they had on at the beach, two weeks earlier. 

The liquor was gone in minutes and Kidneysuggested he and 
Jimzy go for more. Everyone agreed, and as he and Jimzy walk- 
ed through the door into the hallway, Kidney winked back at the 
girls. He was smiling that secret smile again. Everything was go- 
ing perfectly. 

Jimzy paid for the 26 then they sped back to, the apartment 
block. He buzzed again and they were let in. On the way to the 
apartment, Kidney clutched his stomach and fell to the corridor 
floor,• his pocket away from Jimzy so he couldn't see it. 

"Kidney; what's wrong? What is it man?" 
"Aaaaghh!" it sounded like his appendix had gone. 
Jimzy moved closer and bent over Kidney. That was his mis- 

take. Kidney whipped the ready-looped rope from his pocket 
and tightened it around Jimzy's outstretched arms. 

"Hey what's going on?" Jimzy was startled and wide-eyed. 
"Just repaying a little favour, friend," said Kidney, jumping to 

his' feet. Jimzy's, hands were immobilized now and Kidney pulled 
at the rope and wrenched, him of his feet. Once down, Kidney 
wrapped a few tight loops around Jimzy's feet and legs until he 
had him trussed up like he himself had been at the beach. 

"You bastard, let me go!" 
"Not a chance kiddo, I've got you where I want you." Kidney 

smiled that same smile, this, time gloating. "Fair is fair, right? 
I'm only doing it for your good and mine." Kidney bent down 
and hoisted Jimzy to his shoulder. 

He had known the Jackson sisters lived- on the ground floor 
from the number Jimzy had given him (although he wouldn't 
trust him with their name or street number). And he had figured 
that there would be a laundry chute around somewhere. He had 
hatched his plan with great care, careful to take only enough li- 
quor to gain access to the room, then out again to buy more. 
Careful not to get egg on his face. He had pre-looped the rope 
for quickness and surprise, to narrow down the possibility of 
Jimzy escaping. 

And there was the laundry chute, just as he had expected. He 
carried Jimzy to it, opened it, and With a cheery good-bye, let 
him slide down it, his screams receding tinly., 

He walked back to the bottle of rye on the floor and headed 
for the apartment. He had it all figured. He knew now that Jim- 
zy lied to him about their periods two weeks .ago, and also 
figured that the -girls didn't mind if they had .one, two, or four- 
teen guys lined up against them. It was all the same to them. 
After all, they let Jimzy screw them. 	I 	, 

He knocked on their door. It opened. "Hi again. My friend 
couldn't make it back." 

They crooned over his dangling, p0 5  knoband he shut 
the door behind him, thinking: this is more like it. 

then undid the knots. kidney looked at him then decided he 
wouldn't hit him in the nuts with a handy piece of driftwood. 

"By the way," .he said. on the way- back to the cabin, "what 
happened in there?" 

"Well, as- it turned out, they're sisters, and both of them 
happen to be in their period,s now. Even if I had stayed before, 
we couldn't have gotten anything out of them." 

"How do you know? Some girls like to be sloppy." 
"Not these, they told me.' But they promised to make it up to 

us back in the city." Jimzy lied; he had humped both girls and 
-they moaned delightedly when he did. He hoped the promise 
would soothe Kidney, make him not suspect the truth. 

"No kidding, ey? That's alright. We'll have to look them up 
some time." 

It was two o'clock now, and they had a hotdog lunch. After 
burping and farting away excess gasses, they headed for the 
road by the gate, off to find a couple of floozies who would 
spend the night. 	. 

"We'll try the chipstand," instructed Kidney, who was 
familiar,  with the surroundings. 

- They found a couple dueschbags half way to the chip stand. 
"Where are you girls staying?" asked Jimzy. Kidney looked 

sad and said nothing. 	z  
"Oh," replied one, bubbleheadedly, "'ewe were just looking for 

someplace, We just hitch-hiked down here an hour ago." 
Jimzy couldn't believe the luck. "I've got an idea. We've got a 

couple of beds at our place that you can share. Kidney and I 
won't sleep together, but if you girls would like to share us, we'd 
be more than happy to have you." 

"Well how about that," said the other, licking her lips, "that's 
mighty kind of you. We'll gladly accept." Jimzy was determined 
to get a cabin of his own someday. 

They walked the girls back and poured more Scotch into 
them. Jimzy had his lined tip and was ready for an afternoon 
tussle but:Kith-ley was sitting dejectedly beside his girl, hardly 
speaking. It seemed ,to Jimzy that something like this had 
happened before. 

Jimzy leaned over and whispered to Kidney's girl while his 
own grabbed his crotch. The girl he whispered to smiled broadly , 

and sat closer to Kidney. 
Kidney was having trouble. Never before had he doubted his 

own prowess, but the incident with the Jackson sisters had left 
him insecure. He no longer thought of himself as top-dog, but 
seemed to have changed places with jimzy. Jimzy now had to 
look out for him. 

He smiled weakly at the girl, who then grabbed his belt 
buckle: He was willing enough, if opportunity came to him, 
knocked on his door, but he could not muster up any initiative of 
his own like old times. The girl took .  him, half dragging him,• 
which seemed to be the story of his day, into a bedroom. 
Minutes later giggles and groans, female, eminated from the 
doorway. 

Jimzy, meanwhile, had no such trouble. He felt like a re- 
juvinated spirit these last few hours, and he ended up practically 
dragging his floozy into the bedroom. 

At the supper table, hotdogs again, Kidney seemed lost. Jim- 
zy was responsible for his lay this afternoon, and all self- 
confidence seemed to have drained out of him when he spewed 
into his hitch-hiker. He had lowered himself, became subser- 
vient to Jimzy when he screwed the girl, and his spirit was 
broken. 

They slept with the girls that night and driving home alone, 
hardly a word was spoken. Jimzy seemed to realize what he had 
done to Kidney, and revelled in that realization. Whereas 
Kidney always treated him like a friend before, Jimzy treated 
Kidney now like an inferior person, a bug to be stepped on 
because he had lost. Kidney had lost, he had been vanguished to 
the sea. 

It was Kidney's car and two weekslater he got a phone call 
from Jimzy. "Want to go see the Jackson sisters," he asked coo- 
ly. 

"No, I don't think so. I think I might just stay home tonight." 
The two had. not seen much of each other since the beach; only 

He had Kidney in a good position. He could stop any 
attempts at escape while sitting on him with his legs circled 
around him. He wrapped a few feet of rope around Kidney's legs 
then wrapped a length around his arms. This was not *easy and 
took many minutes to accomplish. When it was finished, Kidney 
lay before him like a hog-tied steer. "You son-of-a-bitch! Let me 
go! Untie me!" 

"Keep quiet Kidney, you'll wake up the neighbours." It was 
only noon. 

"You ungrateful swine. Don't expect anything from me 
anymore." 

Still cool, Jimzy tidied his hair. "I won't, but I'm going to do , 
something for you."  

"What?" 
"I'm going to throw you in the lake." 
"You wouldn't! You dirty son-of-a-bitch! You better not. Just 

wait until I get free." 
"Don't worry Kidney, you might never get free." With that, 

Jimzy dragged Kidney's flailing body to the front door and 
toppled hiin down the steps. He scraped him over the mossy 
ground to the beach then onto the dock. When he was about 
three feet out, with the water about a foot-and-a-half deep, he 
shoved Kidney off the dock. 

Kidney blubbed under water for a while then managed to 
right himself. He sat there, struggling to stand up, but couldn't. 
"You dirty son-of-a-bitch, wait until I get out." 

Jimzy looked on uninterestedly for a while then looked 
around him. The two girls from before were down the beach 
playing with a beach ball and showing off their snobbish, en- 
ticing, upright asses. Jimzy now felt like some phallic exercise. 

"Hey girs," he yelled. They looked at him, then at Kidney 
floundering in the water, tied up like a spastic yo-yo. They 
pointed and giggled. "Want to go for a drink?" They conversed 
for a moment, then deciding Jimzy was, after all, a hero, wiggled 
to him, shaking their boobs as much as possible. A motor boat 
buzzed by, the driver ignoring the water for their ,bouncing 
coconuts. It looked like the girls felt like a little exercise 
themselves. 

Jimzy took them back to the cabin, poured some of Kidney's 
father's Scotch into them, then had a good time-with them in 
bed, proving to himself that he was dynamic in solo flight. 

The-girls got up to leave, their nipples still hard and their 
muffs still moist like early morning dew on grass, and Jimzy was 
pleased. At least in six, he had proven,to himself that he was not 
out-to-lunch. He knew where it was at when it came to eroticism 
and he smiled at the tent-peg under the covers, 

The girls caressed his peg for a moment before they left, each 
flashing their hairy crotches in front of him. "If you need us 
again, sugar, you know where to find us. Just call for the 
Jackson sisters. Look us up in the phone book when you get 
back to the city. We're on Third Avenue." 

"You bet," he said, giving them one last squeeze. They giggled 
and left, baring their cheeks one last time. 

Jimzy got out\ of bed and stood in front-of the mirror. Hmm, 
not 'quite exhausted yet, he mused. Maybe I'll go back and get 
Kidney and we can go looking for a couple more broads for the 
night. Jimzy hitched on his pants and went out to the dock. 

Kidney was still there. *Jimzy waved to the Jackson sisters 
'then- bent over him. 

"What went on in there you dirty bastard? Did you get them 
in the sack?" 

"Come on Kidney, you know me. Would I do something like 
that?" 

"Up till now I didn't think so, but if you attack me, you'll do 
anything, you crumb." 

"Kidney, that was something I had to do. For my good, and 
your good. It's better that I got it out in the open isn't it?" 

Kidney thought for a moment. "Yeah, I guess so. I wouldn't 
want you attacking me from behind with a butcher knife 
sometirhe." 

'"Exactly. It was better for both of us. Now, you want me to 
help you out? Promise you won't try

. anything?" 
"Yes for chrissake, get me out of here." Jimzy helped him up 
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